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SUMMARY OF ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

A Level Courses 7 x level 9-4 grades (or equivalent) or above at 
GCSE, with students wishing to take 4 A Levels 
being recommended to have achieved 7 x level 9-6 
grades (or equivalent) or above 

Applied Level Three Pathway 5 x level 9-4 grades (or equivalent) or above at 
GCSE 

BTEC Level Two Courses 4 x level 9-3 grades (or equivalent) or above at 
GCSE 

  

SUBJECTS ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

Applied Psychology (BTEC Level Three) GCSE Mathematics grade 4 or above, GCSE 
English grade 4 or above, and GCSE Biology grade 
4 or above, or 4-4 in Science. 

Applied Science (BTEC Level Three) Five GCSEs at grade 4 or above to include at least 
one Science at grade 4 and English at grade 4. 

Art – Fine Art GCSE Art grade 5 or above or Merit or above at 
BTEC Art. 

Biology GCSE Biology grade 6 or above, or 6-6 in Science, 
and at least grade 6 in Mathematics at GCSE. 

Business Studies GCSE Business at grade 5 or above, or BTEC 
Business at Distinction or above is essential if 
studied at KS4. If Business has not been studied, 
students who have achieved grade 5 in English and 
grade 5 in Mathematics will be considered.  

Business (Cambridge Technical in Business 
– Level Three) 

GCSE Mathematics grade 4 or above and GCSE 
English grade 4 or above.   

Chemistry GCSE Chemistry grade 6 or above, or 6-6 in 
Science, and at least grade 6 in Mathematics at 
GCSE. 

Computer Science GCSE Computing grade 5 or above. If Computing 
has not been studied, students who have achieved 
grade 5 in Mathematics and grade 5 in English will 
be considered. 

Creative Digital Media Production (BTEC 
Level Three) 

BTEC Creative Digital Media Level Two Merit or 
above, or a grade 4 or above in GCSE Media.  If 
Media has not been studied, students who have a 
grade 4 in English will be considered. 

Design & Technology: Product Design Grade 5 or above in a design based subject, and 
at least grade 4 in Mathematics at GCSE. 

Drama & Theatre Studies GCSE Drama grade 5 or above. If Drama has not 
been studied, students who have achieved grade 5 
in English will be considered. 

Economics GCSE Economics at grade 5 or above.  If 
Economics has not been studied, students who 
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have achieved grade 5 in English and a grade 5 in 
Maths will be considered.  

English Language GCSE English Language grade 6 or above. 

English Literature GCSE English Literature grade 6 or above. 

French GCSE French grade 5 or above. 

Further Mathematics GCSE Mathematics grade 8 or above.   

Geography GCSE Geography grade 5 or above. If Geography 
has not been previously studied, students who have 
achieved grade 5 in English and Mathematics will 
be considered. 

German GCSE German grade 5 or above. 

Health & Social Care (BTEC Level Three) Five GCSEs at grade 4 or above to include at least 
one Science at grade 4 and English at grade 4. 

History GCSE History grade 5 or above. If History has not 
been studied, students who have achieved grade 5 
or above in English will be considered. 

Law GCSE English grade 5 or above. 

Mathematics GCSE Mathematics grade 7 or above.  
Students need to have covered 7/8 grade material 
and be proficient in algebra in order to access the 
A Level course. 

Mathematical Studies (one-year Level 3 
course equivalent to half an A Level) 

GCSE Mathematics grade 5 or above 

Media Studies BTEC Creative Digital Media Level 2 Merit or 
above, or GCSE Media grade 5 or above. If Media 
has not been studied, students who have achieved 
Grade 5 in English will be considered. 

Music GCSE Music grade 5 or above, or Music BTEC at 
Merit or above. 

Students should play at least one instrument/voice 
at minimum grade 5 standard. 

Performing Arts - Acting (BTEC Level Three) 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above. 

Performing Arts - Dance (BTEC Level Three) 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above. 

Philosophy GCSE English Language grade 6 or above. 

Physical Education (Sports Science) GCSE PE grade 5 or above (at least grade 5 on 
theory papers). If PE has not been studied, 
students who have achieved grade 5 in English and 
Science will be considered.   
Students should perform at least one sport out of 
school to a high level.  

Physics GCSE Physics grade 6, or 6-6 in Science, and at 
least grade 6 in Mathematics at GCSE.  We would 
also like students to choose A-level Mathematics as 
a complementary subject alongside A Level 
Physics. 

Politics GCSE English or History at grade 5 or above. 
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Production Arts  (BTEC Level Three) 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above. 

Production Arts (BTEC Level Two) 4 GCSEs at grade 3 or above. 

Psychology GCSE English grade 5, 5 in Mathematics and at 
least a grade 5 in Biology or 5-5 in Science. 

Religious Studies GCSE Religious Studies grade 5 or above. If RE 
has not been studied, students who have achieved 
grade 5 in English will be considered. 

Sociology GCSE English grade 5 or above.   

Spanish GCSE Spanish grade 5 or above. 

Sport (BTEC Level Three) 4 GCSEs at grade 4 or above and BTEC Level Two 
Merit. If students have not taken GCSE PE or BTEC 
Sport, it may be possible for them do the BTEC 
Level Three if they have a range of expertise in 
different sporting disciplines. 
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Course Name Applied Psychology (BTEC Level Three – Extended Certificate) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN  60330582 Course code DDJT1 

Entry Requirements GCSE Mathematics grade 4 or above, GCSE English grade 4 or above, 
and GCSE Biology grade 4 or above, or 4-4 in Science. 

Course Summary  The course investigates the world of psychology through research and 
application of psychological concepts to real world situations. The course is 
split into four units. Two are externally assessed by written examination and 
two are internally assessed through a series of coursework assignments. It 
is essential that the students pass the external units in order to pass the 
course; they are allowed to re-sit these units. 

Why study this 
subject? 

Psychology is the study of the relationship between behaviour, performance 
and mental processes. Applied Psychology is the application of this 
knowledge in order to understand human behaviour and events, including 
treatment of mental health issues, improving sporting performance, 
understanding how children develop and evaluating how to treat criminals. 
There is a wide range of possible employment opportunities following 
further study at degree level. 
 
The course is designed to: 

 Enable students to develop a broad knowledge and understanding of the 
key elements of the modern science of psychology 

 Apply this understanding in a range of real-world contexts such as health 
psychology, forensic psychology, gender and consumer behaviour 

 Develop skills which are highly valued by Higher Education and 
employers, including critical analysis, independent thinking and research 

 Challenge students to view the world around them, and themselves, from 
different perspectives 

 

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Year Twelve Unit One: Psychological 
Approaches and Applications  
25% 

 
WRITTEN EXAM MARKED BY 
PEARSON 

Unit Two: Conducting 
Psychological Research  
25% 

 
ASSIGNMENT MARKED BY 
TEACHERS 

Year 
Thirteen 

Unit Three: Health Psychology 
33% 
 
 
WRITTEN EXAM MARKED BY 
PEARSON 

Unit Four: Criminal and 
Forensic Psychology  
17% 

 
ASSIGNMENT MARKED BY 
TEACHERS 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

See above (42% coursework and 58% external assessment). All units must 
be completed to a minimum pass level to qualify for the qualification. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Progression to university study can be direct to an honours degree or via a 
range of alternatives; these can lead to work as a psychologist in a range 
of fields. Other areas of employment where knowledge of psychology is 
useful but a specific degree may not be required include: healthcare 
practice, social work, the police, sports coaching, advertising, crime scene 
investigation and education. 
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Course Name Applied Science (BTEC Level Three – Extended Certificate) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60174365 Course code TVN36 

Entry Requirements Five GCSEs at grade 4 or above to include at least one Science at 
grade 4 and English at grade 4. 

Course Summary  The course is split into four units. Two are externally assessed and two 
internally assessed through a series of assignments.  Students study 
all three sciences.  In the first year students build upon knowledge 
gained at GCSE in preparation for the unit examination.  It is essential 
that the students pass the external units in order to pass the course.  
Students are allowed to re-sit each external assessment only once.  

Why study this subject? Due to the large amount of internal assessment, this course suits 
students who can produce written work of a consistently high standard 
in the classroom and are able to keep to strict deadlines.   
 
Applied Science can: 

 Provide students with the opportunity to develop appropriate skills, 
knowledge and understanding and apply these where science is 
used 

 Give students a ‘vocational’ alternative to the more ‘traditional’ A 
Levels in science 

 Allow students to become skilful in carrying out practical techniques 
and following procedures 

 Develop knowledge and understanding of the science used by 
organisations, businesses and industry.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Year 
Twelve 

Unit One Principles and 
Applications of Science I  
25% 
 
WRITTEN EXAM MARKED BY 
PEARSON 

Unit Two: Practical Scientific 
Procedures and Techniques  
25% 
 
ASSIGNMENT MARKED BY 
TEACHERS 

Year 
Thirteen 

Unit Three: Science 
Investigation Skills  
33% 
 
SET AND MARKED BY 
PEARSON 

Unit Nine: Human 
Reproduction and Regulation 
17% 
 
ASSIGNMENT MARKED BY 
TEACHERS 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

See above (42% coursework and 58% external assessment). All units 
must be completed to a minimum pass level to qualify for the 
qualification. 
 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

 Research laboratory scientist 

 Nurse 

 Dental nurse 

 Environmental scientist 

 Forensic science 

 Quality control technician/analyst, where the employee works in a 
production plant laboratory carrying out analytical tests using 
modern instrumentation, ICT and data interpretation 

 Medical physics technician supporting the use of X-ray and other 
imaging/scanning equipment. 
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Course Name Fine Art (A Level) 

Exam Board AQA QAN 60144567 Course code 7202 

Entry Requirements GCSE Art grade 5 or above or Merit or above at BTEC Art. 

Course Summary  This course gives students opportunities to develop personal 
responses to ideas, observations, experiences, environments and 
cultures in practical, critical and contextual forms. 
 
The course aims to: 

 Develop intellectual, imaginative, creative and intuitive powers 

 Develop investigative, analytical, experimental, technical and 
expressive skills, aesthetic understanding and critical judgements 

 Develop knowledge and understanding of the role and 
achievements of artists, craftspeople and designers 

 Develop an understanding of the relationship between and the 
connections across the disciplines of art, craft and design. 

 
The department encourages students to explore topics with a wide 
range of media. Students will be given the opportunity to work in both 
2D and 3D.  
 
The course provides opportunities to draw and paint, to work with 
modelling materials such as plaster and scrap materials, to produce 
wire sculptures, and to utilise printmaking facilities, textiles, art and 
ceramics. 
 
The subject is practically based, however students are expected to 
record ideas and observations in both visual and written form. 
 
During the course students will have the opportunity to attend a life 
drawing session after school to develop their observational and 
drawing skills. Work produced will be entered into their portfolio of 
work. 
 
Art students will also participate in trips to galleries and exhibitions to 
support their project research.  

Why study this subject? The course is designed to: 

 Promote creativity, innovation and effective personal responses 

 Develop an understanding of the relationship of art and design to 
communication skills 

 Develop imagination, feeling and sensibility 

 Provide a solid basis for students wishing to study for one of the 
many careers related to this subject. 

 
Studying Fine Art gives you a valuable understanding of the 
importance of visual imagery in the world around you. It encourages 
you to be independent and creative in your thoughts and ideas, and 
helps you to develop good practical skills in working with a wide range 
of materials.  
Students studying A Level Fine Art develop an awareness of art and 
design issues and they learn about the diverse roles and functions of 
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art, craft and design in contemporary life and in different cultures.  
 
Students use colour, form, texture, pattern and different materials and 
processes to communicate what they see, feel and think. 

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Throughout the two year course students are encouraged to work with 
a variety of media, such as different painting and drawing media, 
printmaking, three-dimensional construction, textiles and 
photography. Students are expected to keep a ‘busy’ sketchpad and 
to be aware of, and visit, as many exhibitions as possible. Critical and 
historical studies of the work of artists and designers are an important 
part of the course. 
 
A Level Fine Art is a demanding and time-consuming course which 
offers the individual great personal satisfaction and a sense of 
achievement in developing their own abilities to a high degree of 
competence. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Unit One: Personal Investigation (60%) 
Unit Two: Externally set assignment (40%) in which students sit a 
fifteen-hour examination to produce a personal response 
 
Work is marked by the class teachers and a sample is moderated by 
AQA during the summer term of Year Thirteen. 
                  

 
 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/as-and-a-level 
 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

A Level Fine Art is desirable for students wishing to enter an art 
college or university with a view to studying an art or design related 
course or subject. The qualification is also accepted by universities as 
entrance onto other courses. 
 
There are many career possibilities after A Level which may interest 
the art student: fine art, furniture design, graphic design (film, 
television, advertising and illustration), jewellery design, fabric/textile 
design, fashion design, photography, art restoration and 
conservation, display, industrial design and teaching, to name but a 
few! 

  

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/as-and-a-level
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Course Name Biology (A Level) 

Exam Board OCR (Specification A) QAN 60142601 Course code H420 

Entry Requirements GCSE Biology grade 6 or above, or 6-6 in Science, and at least grade 
6 in Mathematics at GCSE. 

Course Summary  This course is designed to enable students to sustain and develop an 
enjoyment of, and interest in, Biology and its applications: 
 

 To develop an understanding of the link between theory and 
experiment and foster the development of skills in the design and 
execution of experiments 

 To develop essential knowledge and understanding of Biology 

 To enable students to appreciate the significance and skills needed 
to use applications of Biology in new and changing situations. 

 
This is a very challenging subject and success is dependent on hard 
work and commitment throughout the course.   
 
Those students who do not achieve higher than a grade 6 in Biology 
at GCSE must carefully consider if this is an appropriate choice for 
them.  

Why study this subject? Biology involves the study of a wide range of exciting topics, ranging 
from molecular biology to the study of ecosystems and from 
microorganisms to mammoths. Biology is never far from the headlines 
either... 
 
The human genome has been sequenced and we know the complete 
arrangement of the three thousand million bases that make up human 
DNA. In Kenya three hundred and fifty people die every day from AIDS 
and in South East Asia the skies are dark with smoke as the last 
Bornean rainforests are burned to grow oil palms. Biologists are 
concerned with all these issues. They work in the fields of cell biology, 
medicine, food production and ecology... and the work they do is vital 
to us all.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Biology (A Level) is a two year course split into six modules; 
 
Module One – Development of practical skills in Biology, including 
skills of planning, implementing, analysis and evaluation.  
 
Module Two – Foundations in Biology, including cell structure, 
biological molecules, nucleotides and nucleic acids, enzymes, 
biological membranes, cell division and cell diversity and cellular 
organisation.   
 
Module Three – Exchange and transport, including exchange 
surfaces, transport in animals and transport in plants.  
 
Module Four – Biodiversity, evolution and disease, including 
communicable diseases, disease prevention and the immune system, 
biodiversity classification and evolution.   
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Module Five – Communication, homeostasis and energy, including 
communication and homeostasis, excretion as an example of 
homeostatic control, neuronal communication, hormonal 
communication, plant and animal responses, photosynthesis and 
respiration.  
 
Module Six – Genetics, evolution and ecosystems, including cellular 
control, patterns of inheritance, manipulating genomes, cloning and 
biotechnology, ecosystems and populations and sustainability.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

The A Level course is assessed by three externally marked written 
papers at the end of Year Thirteen (two exams are two hours and 
fifteen minutes long and the third exam is one hour and thirty minutes). 
Each paper will cover content from modules one to six. Pupils will also 
need to complete a minimum of twelve teacher assessed practicals 
throughout the two-year course.  

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Students might opt to study a biological science degree at university 
e.g. agriculture, botany, forensic science, horticulture, marine biology, 
microbiology, soil science, biotechnology, zoology, forestry, 
oceanography. 
 
Some students study a medical sciences degree e.g. pharmacology, 
environmental health, genetics, nursing, nutrition, veterinary work, 
medicine, bacteriology. Others go on to careers in law, computing, 
accounting or teaching. 
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Course Name Business (A Level) 

Exam Board Edexcel QAN 60146734 Course code 9BS0 

Entry Requirements GCSE Business at grade 5 or above, or BTEC Business at Distinction 
or above is essential if studied at KS4. If Business has not been 
studied, students who have achieved grade 5 in English and grade 5 
in Mathematics will be considered. 

Course Summary  The course is designed to encourage candidates to: 

 Develop an enthusiasm for studying business 

 Gain an holistic understanding of Business in a range of contexts 

 Develop a critical understanding of organisations and their ability 
to meet society’s needs and wants 

 Understand that business behaviour can be studied from a range 
of perspectives 

 Generate enterprising and creative approaches to business 
opportunities, problems and issues 

 Be aware of the ethical dilemmas and responsibilities faced by 
organisations and individuals 

 Acquire a range of relevant business and generic skills, including 
decision making, problem solving, the challenging of assumptions 
and critical analysis 

 Apply numerical skills in a range of business contexts. 

Why study this subject? Students will develop the knowledge and skills needed to analyse 
data, think critically about issues and make informed decisions – all 
skills that are needed for further study and employment.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

This Business course is structured into four themes and consists of 
three externally examined papers. 
 
Students are introduced to Business in Themes 1 (Marketing & 
People) and 2 (Managing Business Activities), through building 
knowledge of core business concepts and applying them to business 
contexts to develop a broad understanding of how businesses work. 
  
Breadth and depth of knowledge and understanding, with applications 
to a wider range of contexts and more complex business information, 
are developed in Themes 3 (Business Decisions & Strategy) and 4 
(Global Business), requiring students to take a more strategic view of 
business opportunities and issues. 
 
Students are encouraged to use an enquiring, critical and thoughtful 
approach to the study of business, to understand that business 
behaviour can be studied from a range of perspectives and to 
challenge assumptions. 
 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

The exams will be taken at the end of Year Thirteen. 
 
Paper 1:      Marketing, people and global businesses - written exam, 

Themes 1&4, (2 hours; 35% of A Level) 
 
Paper 2:       Business activities, decisions and strategy - written exam, 

Themes 2&3, (2 hours; 35% of A Level) 
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Paper 3:  Investigating business in a competitive environment,   
written exam, Themes 1-4 (2 hours, 30% of A Level) 

 
All papers: Two sections, both comprise one data response question     

broken down into a number of parts, including one   
extended open-response question 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Many students go on to universities and colleges to do business 
studies and related degree courses, such as business management 
and accountancy. Many institutions offer sandwich courses, 
combining work placement with academic study.  
A Level Business complements all other studies in arts, humanities 
and scientific areas.  Around 90% of all graduates work in business. 
Some students also go on to the rich variety of management trainee 
courses available, including working in banks, other financial 
institutions, accountancy, retailing and industry. 
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Course Name Business (Cambridge Technical in Business: Level Three – 
Extended Certificate) 

Exam Board OCR QAN 60176994 Course code 05835 

Entry Requirements GCSE Mathematics grade 4 or above and GCSE English grade 4 or 
above.   

Course Summary  The course investigates the world of business through research and 
application of business concepts to real business situations.  

Why study this subject? The Cambridge Technicals (CTEC) in Business have been developed 
to meet the changing needs of the sector, and prepare students for the 
challenges they will face in Higher Education or employment.  
 
Students will learn how a business might evolve. From a small start-up 
business to a large multinational organisation, they will consider a 
range of different business types and gain an understanding of how the 
choice of business type might affect the objectives that are set. They 
will also look at the internal workings of businesses, including their 
internal structure and how different functional areas work together. 
Plus, by looking at the external constraints under which a business 
must operate, they will gain an understanding of the legal, financial and 
ethical factors that have an impact. They will also explore ways in which 
businesses respond to changes in their economic, social and 
technological environment; and gain an appreciation of the influence 
different stakeholders can have upon a business.  
 
The business world places a high value on the ability to research, 
analyse and evaluate information in order to make considered 
decisions and learners will have the opportunity to gain these vital 
skills. Alongside this they will develop practical employability skills, 
including the ability to communicate effectively with both internal and 
external stakeholders, and to manage their time effectively.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Unit 01 – The Business Environment 
Learners study how and why businesses operate in the way they do. 
Considering the different types of business and their structures, 
exploring how ownership and objectives are interrelated. They study 
the legal, financial, ethical and resource constraints under which a 
business must operate and how these can affect business behaviour. 
They explore ways businesses respond to changes in their economic, 
social and technological environment. 
 
Unit 02 – Working in Business 
Learners cover the skills and understanding needed to work effectively 
within a business environment. This includes arranging meetings, 
working with business documents, making payments, prioritising 
business activities and communicating with stakeholders.  
 
Unit 04 – Customers & Communication 
Students will learn the purpose, methods and importance of 
communication in business and the appropriateness of different forms 
of communication for different situations. They will develop the skills 
that will help them create a rapport with customers and have the 
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opportunity to practice and develop their business communication 
skills. 
 
Unit 11 – Accounting Concepts 
Gives students an introduction to the foundations of business 
accounting. Allows them to gain essential skills in, and knowledge of, 
the purposes of accounting, and the accounting procedures used to 
produce final accounts.  
 
Unit 19 – International Business 
In this unit learners will gain an understanding of key decisions that 
businesses must make when deciding whether to operate 
internationally. They will have the opportunity to research a business 
and then consider how this business may benefit from operating 
internationally as well as the challenges that it may face.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Equivalent in size to one A Level, comprising five units. 
Learners must complete and achieve a pass grade or above for all 
units.  
Three units are internally assessed (coursework) and two are externally 
assessed (examination). 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Progression to a university study from a range of courses in the 
business sector. Progression can be direct to an honours degree or to 
a Higher National, a Foundation Degree, or a Higher Apprenticeship. 
Students can go on to a wide range of employment, including retail, 
finance, HR and marketing. 
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Course Name Chemistry (A Level) 
Exam Board OCR (Specification A) QAN 60152552 Course code H432 

Entry Requirements GCSE Chemistry grade 6 or above, or 6-6 in Science, and at least 
grade 6 in Mathematics at GCSE. 

Course Summary  This course expands on many principles covered in GCSE Chemistry 
whilst also introducing new ones. The course is designed to enable 
students to:  

 Develop essential knowledge and understanding of different areas 
of the subject and how they relate to each other 

 Develop and demonstrate a deep appreciation of the skills, 
knowledge and understanding of scientific methods 

 Develop competence and confidence in a variety of practical, 
mathematical and problem solving skills 

Why study this subject? Chemistry is essential for students wishing to study medicine, 
veterinary science or chemical degrees at university.  
 
The qualification allows you to understand how the world around you 
works, for example how soap and shampoo make you clean and how 
the petrol in your car gets you to school.  
 
Chemistry will be useful for many options after A Levels because lots 
of careers have a scientific element to them. An A Level in Chemistry 
also shows that you are able to use mathematics to solve problems.  
But, most importantly, it is just so fascinating!  
 
What our Year Thirteen students think of Chemistry: 
“Simply brilliant. If you enjoyed GCSE, A Level is even better." 
“What really interests me in Chemistry is finding out about why things 
are, and how they work.” 
“I like learning about how things in the environment are made up and 
how these react with other chemicals, and why.”  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Module One – Development of practical skills in Chemistry 

 This will be assessed in all three written exams and these 
answers will contribute to the overall grade.  

 It will also be assessed by the class teacher in lessons; this will 
result in a practical endorsement which is certificated separately 
to the A Level grade.  

Module Two – Foundations in Chemistry 

 Atoms, compounds, molecules and equations 

 Amount of substance 

 Acid–base and redox reactions 

 Electrons, bonding and structure 
Module Three – Periodic table and energy 

 The periodic table and periodicity 

 Group 2 and the halogens 

 Qualitative analysis 

 Enthalpy changes 

 Reaction rates and equilibrium (qualitative) 
Module Four – Core organic Chemistry 

 Basic concepts 
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 Hydrocarbons 

 Alcohols and halogenoalkanes 

 Organic synthesis 

 Analytical techniques (IR and MS) 
Module Five – Physical Chemistry and transition elements 

 Reaction rates and equilibrium (quantitative) 

 pH and buffers 

 Enthalpy, entropy and free energy 

 Redox and electrode potentials 

 Transition elements 
Module Six – Organic Chemistry and analysis 

 Aromatic compounds 

 Carbonyl compounds 

 Carboxylic acids and esters 

 Nitrogen compounds 

 Polymers 

 Organic synthesis 

 Chromatography and spectroscopy (NMR)  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

All content is assessed in three exams at the end of the two year 
course. 
 
There is no coursework element to the qualification.  
 
Practical skills are assessed separately and result in the practical 
endorsement being passed or failed. This does not affect the grade 
obtained or ability to pass the A Level. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Chemistry is an essential qualification for a large number of careers 
as well as being an excellent subject to study alongside any other A 
Level. A large number of students move into areas such as applied 
chemistry, chemical engineering, medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, 
biochemistry, biotechnology and environmental science. If students 
want any science-based career, then chemistry keeps their options 
open.  
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Course Name Computer Science (A Level) 
Exam Board OCR QAN 60149115 Course code H446 

Entry Requirements GCSE Computing grade 5 or above. If Computing has not been 
studied, students who have achieved grade 5 in Mathematics and 
grade 5 in English will be considered. 

Course Summary  This qualification helps students understand the core academic 
principles of computer science. Classroom learning is transferred into 
creating real-world systems through the creation of an independent 
programming project. Studying Computer Science A Level will develop 
the student’s technical understanding and their ability to analyse and 
solve problems using computational thinking. 

Why study this subject? “At its heart lies the notion of computational thinking: a mode of thought 
that goes well beyond software and hardware, and that provides a 
framework within which to reason about systems and problems.” (CAS-
Computer Science: A Curriculum for Schools).  
 
This is the digital age and the digital age needs computer scientists; 
computer programs have infiltrated every aspect of our lives! Computer 
scientists theorise, design, develop and apply the software and 
hardware for the programs and applications we use day in day out; 
they are needed in every single industry. As such, Computer Scientists 
are in demand and their salaries reflect this, most finding employment 
within six months of leaving school or university. Both universities and 
employers alike value Computer Science A Level, as it requires the 
development of analytical thinking and problem solving skills.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Component 01: Computer systems 
Students are introduced to the internal workings of the (CPU), data 
exchange, software development, data types and legal and ethical 
issues. The resulting knowledge and understanding will underpin their 
work in component 03. 
 
It covers: 

 The characteristics of contemporary processors, input, output and 
storage devices 

 Types of software and the different methodologies used to develop 
software 

 Data exchange between different systems 

 Data types, data structures and algorithms 

 Legal, moral, cultural and ethical issues. 
 

Component 02: Algorithms and programming 
This builds on component 01 to include computational thinking and 
problem-solving. 
 
It covers: 

 What is meant by computational thinking (thinking abstractly, 
thinking ahead, thinking procedurally etc.) 

 Problem solving and programming – how computers and programs 
can be used to solve problems 
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 Algorithms and how they can be used to describe and solve 
problems. 

 
Component 03: Programming project 
 
Students are expected to apply the principles of computational thinking 
to a practical programming project of their choice. Their project 
documentation will include the analysis, design, development and 
testing stages of their product as well as a thorough evaluation. The 
program must be written in a suitable programming language, in school 
we currently support Python and Pascal. 
 
This component is designed to be independently chosen by the student 
and provides them with the flexibility to investigate a diverse range of 
projects. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Learners must take three components: 
(01, 02 and 03) or (01, 02 and 04) to be awarded the OCR A Level in 
Computer Science. 
 

Computer systems (01): 
140 marks 

Two hours and thirty minutes 
Written paper 

40% 

Algorithms and programming (02) 
140 marks 

Two hours and thirty minutes 
Written paper 

40% 

Programming project (03 or 04) 
70 marks 

Non-exam assessment 

20% 
 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Some examples of the higher education options available include: 
Network Computing, Computing, Applied Business Computing, 
Computer Science Network Systems, Computer Forensics, Games 
Software Development, Computer Systems Engineering, Information 
Communication Technology (ICT), Computer Science and Philosophy. 

Most careers now will use an element of material that is learned in 
Computer Science. A small view of the possible opportunities include: 
business analyst, database administrator, games developer, 
Information systems manager, IT consultant, multimedia programmer, 
SEO specialist, systems analyst, systems developer, web designer, 
web developer. Other careers where your knowledge would be useful 
include: digital copywriter, IT sales professional, IT trainer, network 
engineer, product manager, secondary school teacher and technical 
author. 

 

 

http://www.sunderland.ac.uk/courses/appliedsciences/undergraduate/network-systems-top-up/
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/business-analyst
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/database-administrator
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/games-developer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/information-systems-manager
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/it-consultant
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/multimedia-programmer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/seo-specialist
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/systems-analyst
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/systems-developer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/web-designer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/web-developer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/digital-copywriter
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/it-sales-professional
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/it-trainer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/network-engineer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/network-engineer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/product-manager
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/secondary-school-teacher
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/technical-author
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/technical-author
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Course Name Creative Digital Media Production (BTEC Level Three – Extended 
Certificate) 

Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60174675 Course code XFP82 

Entry Requirements BTEC Creative Digital Media Level 2 Merit or above, or a grade 4 or 
above in GCSE Media.  If Media has not been studied, students who 
have a grade 4 in English will be considered. 

Course Summary  The content of the qualification relates directly to the skills and 
understanding needed for further study in Creative Digital Media 
Production. 
 
Over three units of mandatory content and one optional unit, learners 
gain an appreciation of the subject and learn the necessary skills to 
produce media products. They develop their ability to analyse and 
deconstruct media images and representations. They learn the 
communication and planning skills needed to work effectively in teams 
through practical media projects.  

Why study this subject? The qualification provides a comprehensive introduction to the study of 
creative digital media production. Learners are afforded the opportunity 
to develop their knowledge and understanding of a wide variety of media 
sectors, including film and television, electronic publishing, websites 
and digital gaming. This will be achieved through students analysing 
media representations and pitching and producing their own media 
projects.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Year One topics: 
 
Unit One – Media representations  
In this unit learners will consider how different media representations 
are constructed by media producers to create meaning, messages and 
values. They will study a range of media from different sectors. 
 
This unit is assessed through an external onscreen exam. 
 
Unit Four – Pre-production Portfolio 
In this unit learners will study the requirements of planning and 
delivering a digital media product, carrying out essential pre-production 
tasks and creating a pre-production portfolio for a short narrative film. 
 
This unit is assessed internally. 
 
Year Two topics: 
 
Unit Eight – Responding to a Commission  
In this unit learners will be expected to respond to a commission brief 
with ideas based on the required content, style, audience, purpose and 
approach proposed by the client. They will need to work within the 
requirements and constraints of the client’s specifications and consider 
their response in terms of ethos, format, budget, platform and duration. 
 
This unit is assessed through a task set and marked by the exam board, 
consisting of a Part A and a Part B.  
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Part A is pre-released and will give the learner a commission for a media 
production. It will be released two weeks before a supervised 
assessment in which various research activities will need to be 
undertaken into the subject, leading to the completion of assessment 
tasks in Part B. 
 
Part B contains the supervised assessment task. 
 
Unit Ten – Film Production – Fiction 
 
In this unit learners will investigate how conventions of narrative 
storytelling are used by filmmakers, looking at formats and generic 
conventions. They will then prepare for a film production by creating and 
gathering the materials and preparing the cast and crew. Students will 
need to bring together a range of elements to successfully produce their 
product: camera, lighting, acting, direction and sound during the 
production phase, and successfully use post-production techniques to 
deliver a final outcome.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Equivalent in size to one A Level. 
Four units of which three are mandatory and two are externally 
assessed. 
Mandatory content (83%). 
External assessment (58%). 
 
Year One: 
 
Unit One – Media representations – (80 marks) 
This unit is assessed through an external onscreen exam. 
 
Unit Four – Pre-production Portfolio 
This unit is assessed internally. 
 
Year Two: 
 
Unit Eight – Responding to a Commission – (75 marks) 
This unit is assessed externally. 
 
Unit Ten – Film Production – Fiction 
This unit is assessed internally. 
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Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

This qualification is intended to provide learners with many transferable 
skills which can be utilised within Higher Education or employment. 
Examples of these skills include: 
 

 Cognitive and problem-solving skills - this will enable students to 
think critically and step outside of their comfort zones in order to 
develop expert and creative solutions, using various systems and 
technologies 

 Intrapersonal skills – students will be able to develop their 
communication abilities by working collaboratively with their peers, 
negotiating, influencing and giving consideration to how they present 
themselves 

 Interpersonal skills – students will enhance their levels of self-
management, adaptability, resilience, self-monitoring and 
development. 

 
Successful completion of the course will support entry to a variety of 
Higher Education courses in a very wide range of disciplines including: 
 

 Fashion communications and promotion  

 Marketing and communication  

 Communication engineering. 
 
In terms of careers, the course gives an advantage to those considering 
roles within the following sectors: 
 

 Marketing 

 Media sales  

 Publishing 

 Website development 

 Film Production  

 Web hosting. 
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Course Name Design & Technology: Product Design (A Level) 

Exam Board AQA QAN 60311332 Course Guide 7552 

Entry Requirements Grade 5 or above in a Design Technology based subject and at least 
grade 4 in Mathematics at GCSE. 

Course Summary  This course is focused towards understanding and successfully 
designing consumer products for particular applications.  It will 
develop in the students an understanding of materials and their 
applications, industrial processes, and manufacturing techniques.  
Modules of study which require the students to apply mathematical 
and scientific knowledge and understanding to the products being 
designed or investigated will be pivotal in developing students who 
are able to design future consumer goods. The depth of 
understanding will reflect the importance of Product Design as a 
pivotal STEM subject.  

Why study this subject? The course will strengthen critical thinking and problem solving skills 
within a creative environment, enabling the development of 
prototypes that solve real world problems.  It enables the student to 
consider their own and others’ needs, wants, aspirations and values. 

 

 It will help develop intellectual curiosity for the design and 
manufacture of products and systems, and their impact on daily life 
and the wider world, making students more discriminating 
purchasers 

 It will help develop a creative approach to work, as well developing 
sketching ability and the ability to use digital technologies in 
designing and creating quality products 

 Students will learn about a range of materials, components and 
manufacturing methods to help create functional products 

 Students will learn to work collaboratively to develop and refine 
their ideas, responding to feedback from users, peers and expert 
practitioners 

 Students will gain an insight into the creative, engineering and/or 
manufacturing industries, and learn about the iterative design 
practices and strategies they use 

 Students will understand important issues that affect design in the 
wider world, such as sustainability, globalisation and inclusive 
design 

 Students will become empathetic and successful designers who 
can consider wider social implications of products. 

 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

During the two year course students will study a range of materials. 
They will develop a technical understanding of how products function 
and how they are made to appropriately support the design and 
manufacture of their own design solutions. They will study the wider 
design principles and the effect of design on users and the world we 
live in. 
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Students will be expected to identify market needs and opportunities 
for new products, initiate and develop design solutions, and make and 
test prototype products. 
It is envisaged that students will develop a critical mind through 
enquiry and problem solving, exploration, creation and evaluation of 
iterative designs.  Students will be encouraged to design products for 
purpose but not be hindered by the constraints of their manufacturing 
knowledge.   

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Product Design is a linear course that is assessed in the following 
way: 
 
1. Technical principles - 30% of A Level 

a. Written exam: 2 hours and 30 minutes  
b. Questions - Mixture of short answer and extended response. 

 
2. Designing and making principles - 20% of A Level 

a. Written exam: 1 hour and 30 minutes  
b. Questions: Mixture of short answer and extended response 

questions 
c. Section A: Product Analysis: 30 marks. Up to 6 short answer 

questions based on visual stimulus of product(s) 
d. Section B: Commercial manufacture: 50 marks. Mixture of 

short and extended response questions. 
 
3. Non-exam assessment (NEA) - 50% of A Level. 

a. Practical application of technical principles, designing and 
making principles. Substantial design and make project  

b. Written or digital design portfolio and photographic evidence of 
final prototype. 

 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

This subject allows access to a range of future career aspirations in 
the design and engineering industries, leading to future careers in 
product design, engineering, architecture, fashion and graphic design 
to name but a few. 
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Course Name Drama & Theatre Studies (A Level) 
Exam Board EDUQAS QAN 60185545 Course code A690QS 

Entry Requirements GCSE Drama grade 5 or above. If Drama has not been studied, 
students who have achieved grade 5 in English will be considered. 

Course Summary  The Eduqas A Level in Drama and Theatre Studies is an exciting and 
inspiring course which prepares learners for further study in Higher 
Education. This highly practical specification provides learners with 
the opportunity to work as performers and/or designers on three 
different performances. 

Why study this subject? We offer an exciting, diverse and innovative programme which allows 
students to explore a wide range of playwrights and practitioners. 
 
This subject gives students the opportunity to work creatively in 
teams, planning and realising performance projects, and studying the 
historical, theoretical and practical landscapes of Drama and Theatre.  
On this unique course students will encounter a comprehensive and 
diverse range of practical, theoretical, critical and creative approaches 
to drama, theatre and a wide range of performance styles and genres.  
 
Students will learn theatrical concepts through the practical and 
analytical exploration of dramatic styles and the exploitation of 
theatrical methods. The emphasis is on working with play texts, 
devised work, directing, designing and performing.  Students’ studies 
will always be informed by the views of practitioners, directors, 
designers and performers, allowing them to develop their 
performance, design and analytical skills.  

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Component One: Theatre and Performance Workshop (20%) 
 
Learners participate in the creation, development and performance of: 
  
A piece of theatre based on a reinterpretation of an extract from a text 
from a different period, chosen from a list supplied by Eduqas. The 
piece must be developed using the techniques and working methods 
of either an influential theatre practitioner or a recognised theatre 
company. In addition, the extract must be from a different social, 
historical or cultural context to the first extract. 
 
All learners must produce:  

 A realisation of the performance or designs  

 A creative log.  
 
Learners will be assessed on either acting or design.  
 
Component Two: Text in Action (40%) 
 
Students will be assessed on either acting or design.  
They will participate in the creation, development and performance of 
two pieces of theatre based on a stimulus supplied by Eduqas:  
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1. A devised piece using the techniques and working methods of 
either an influential theatre practitioner or a recognised theatre 
company (a different practitioner or company to that chosen for 
Component One) and 

 
2. An extract from a text in a contrasting style chosen by the student. 
 

Students must realise their performance live for the visiting 
examiner. Students choosing design must also give a five to ten-
minute presentation of their design to the examiner. 
 
Students will be required to produce a process and evaluation 
report within one week of the completion of the practical work.  

 
The written examination will last one hour and thirty minutes and 
consist of a series of questions on The Trojan Women, by 
Euripides.Students will be allowed clean copies of the set text in 
the examination. 

 
Component Three: Text in Performance Written Examination (40%) 
 
The written examination will last two hours and thirty minutes, with a 
series of questions on three performance texts: 
 
Sections A and B: 
 
Open book: Clean copies of the two complete texts chosen can be 
taken into the examination.  
Two questions, based on two different texts, one written pre-1956 and 
one written post-1956.  
 
Pre-1956 (Studied in Year 1):  The Trojan Women, Euripides  
 
Post-1956: Saved, Edward Bond  
 
Section C: 
 
Closed book: a series of questions based on a specified extract from:  
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Year One: 
 
Component One: Theatre and Performance Workshop 20% (internally 
assessed, externally moderated) 
 
Year Two: 
 
Component Two: Text in Action 40% (externally assessed by a visiting 
examiner) 
 
Component Three: Text in Performance Written Examination 40% 
(externally assessed) 
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Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

‘We are such stuff as dreams are made on’ 
The A Level has often led our students to further studies in Acting, 
Drama, Teaching, Technical Theatre, Theatre Studies or Performing 
Arts in Higher Education at degree level. The performing arts 
industries are now Great Britain’s second largest employer, after 
tourism. Drama complements a range of subjects and is essential in 
improving communication skills, building confidence and enriching 
presentation skills in a range of careers. Drama and Theatre Studies 
is a challenging and fundamentally enjoyable subject.  It is a subject 
which combines both academic and practical skills and it mixes well 
with the majority of A Level subjects on offer. Students will develop 
important skills such as critical analysis and interpersonal skills, which 
are highly valued by universities and, of course, by future employers. 
So….what’s stopping you? This is your chance to experience a 
dynamic, vibrant and enriching path of study, within an accomplished 
and enthusiastic department. 
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Course Name Economics (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 6014371X Course Code 7136 

Entry Requirements GCSE Economics at grade 5 or above.  If Economics has not been 
studied, students who have achieved grade 5 in English and a grade 
5 in Maths will be considered.  

Course Summary  To develop an understanding of economic concepts and theories 
through a critical consideration of current economic issues, problems 
and institutions that affect everyday life. Students will be able to 
explain, analyse and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the 
Market Economy and the role of government within it. It may be 
combined with Business Studies as there is little content that 
overlaps. 

Why study this subject? Economics is the study of the world around us. It makes sense of 
government actions, prices, global politics and issues that affect every 
citizen, therefore students will always find the subject relevant to their 
future, whatever their chosen career.  
 
Students will develop an interest in the business world, an ability to 
organise ideas into a coherent argument, an ability to find and use 
multiple sources of research material and the skills to critically 
evaluate an argument.  All of these are widely regarded by employers 
as key skills for industry and management. 

How is the course 
structured? 
 

Economics is split into two parts: micro economics, which includes the 
workings of the market mechanism, why economic choices are made, 
how markets are efficient, how markets fail and how governments 
intervene in markets to improve the welfare of society.  In the second 
year, this is developed further with study of the functioning of labour 
markets and government policy to improve the workings of labour 
markets, competition and concentrated markets and government 
policy to increase competition in markets, inequalities and the 
distribution of income and wealth in society. 
 
In macroeconomics, students are introduced to key indicators of 
national macroeconomic activity, including GDP, unemployment, 
inflation, interest rates, business investment and consumer spending 
and the government policy options for controlling the macroeconomic 
environment.  In the second year, macroeconomics f the importance 
of international trade, including the importance of the EU as a free 
trade area, exchange rates, international economic growth, and 
government policies for achieving macroeconomic targets.  
 
Throughout the course current economic and business events will be 
discussed as evidence of theories and concepts in action.  
Newspaper and magazine articles, internet research and current 
affairs TV programmes and documentaries will be used.  Students 
must be prepared to investigate the subject area from a wide range of 
sources.   Students will also regularly be interpreting and analysing 
data (graphs, tables, percentages and index numbers) to identify 
patterns or trends.  
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How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Paper One – Markets and market failure, written exam, 2 hours, essay 
based questions. 
 
Paper Two – National and international economy, written exam, 2 
hours, essay based questions. 
 
Paper Three – Economic principles and issues, written exam, 2 hours, 
essay based questions. 
 
All three papers are of equal weighting. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Economics A Level is a good foundation for further study of 
Economics or any business related course at university as well as 
other social science subjects such as Politics, Law, International 
Relations, Philosophy, Sociology, or humanities subjects such as 
Geography and History. 
Future career options are wide and varied, however students have 
gone on to apprenticeships and graduate roles in accounting, the Civil 
Service, banking and finance as well as marketing, human resource 
and general management careers.  
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Course Name English Language (A Level) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60150099 Course Code 9EN0 

Entry Requirements GCSE English Language grade 6 or above. 

Course Summary  A Level English Language is a very different course to GCSE.  It is 
about the way that we communicate and decode meaning in 
language.  It also looks at how we acquire language from birth, the 
history of language, along with developing language skills to produce 
highly effective original writing of our own.  We also research and 
debate the wider issues, such as what does the future hold for the 
English Language?  

Why study this subject? The study of English Language incorporates History, Sociology, 
Psychology and Geography as it is impossible to study the language 
in isolation of the context in which it was produced.   Students engage 
with issues and concepts, and develop the pedagogical language to 
describe language as well as the skills to analyse its production. 
English Language and Linguistics are popular courses to study at 
university.  

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

The course is designed to ensure that students become expert 
linguists through the development of a wide ranging understanding of 
the way that language is used, not only to communicate but also to 
create identity.   Through the study of language, students will develop 
research and investigation skills along with enquiring minds regarding 
the nature of English language.   Areas of study will include: language 
and identity; language and gender; language and power; language 
and journalism; child language acquisition; and language and regional 
variations.   As well as studying how language is used today we will 
also look at language variation, from the beginnings of early modern 
English to today, and understand why English language is a 
constantly evolving entity.   
 
In the second year the internally assessed unit involves creating a 
portfolio of original writing, which allows students to use the 
knowledge they have gained of the English language to manipulate 
language for effect.  They will also have to carry out research on an 
area of language to consolidate their knowledge of language to form 
a response in an examination.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Year Two:  
Three externally assessed components and one internally assessed 
component: 
 
Component One:Language Variation  
Component Two:  Child Language Acquisition  
Component Three: Investigating Language  
Component Four:Crafting Language (creative writing 
portfolio/coursework)  

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

A Level English Language opens up career opportunities in a variety 
of fields where communication with people is involved, whether it be 
speech therapy, child psychology, nursing, working in journalism or 
marketing.  
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Course Name English Literature (A Level) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60150464 Course Code 9ET0 

Entry Requirements GCSE English Literature grade 6 or above. 

Course Summary  English Literature is a very popular and high performing A level course 
at The Downs School. Students engage with challenging texts, 
develop varied skills, and go on each year to attain outstanding 
results. It is also popular as a degree choice, and in recent years 
students have been supported to gain entry to top universities to read 
English Literature.  

Why study this subject? English Literature helps to develop skills for university and life beyond 
– such as discussion skills (the ‘engine’ of the subject), study skills 
(using sources, effective note making), independent learning skills, 
and essay writing skills. It naturally complements other ‘essay’ 
subjects. 
 
The study of English Literature provides real variety for students, 
incorporating as it does issues of history, sociology, psychology, 
ethics, philosophy – and much else besides. In lessons, therefore, we 
routinely relate the texts to the nature of society at different times, to 
Freudian views of the personality, or to philosophical questions about 
the potential gap between a character’s view of the world in a text – 
and how it really is. When you study English Literature, you are 
exploring life itself, in every lesson.  

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Course Content and Structure: 
 
Year One: 
Drama (one play not by Shakespeare) 
‘The Duchess of Malfi’ by John Webster 
Prose  texts (two novels, at least one pre-1900) 
Emily Bronte’s ‘Wuthering Heights’ and Thomas Hardy’s ‘Tess of the 
d’Urbervilles’ 
Poetry 
A selection of post-1900 poetry 
 
Year Two: 
Drama: 
(Shakespeare) 
‘Othello’ or ‘King Lear’ with critical readings 
Prose:  
Continuing study of the prose texts from Year Twelve for final exam  
Poetry: 
Study of a new collection of verse such as ‘Romantic Poetry’ 
A separate question also includes an unseen element, and revision 
of the poetry studied in Year Twelve  
Coursework: 
Free choice of texts, for an independent critical study (3,000 words)  
For example, in 2020-2021 study of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ by Jane 
Austen and ‘Atonement’ by Ian McEwan provides a starting point. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

All units are examined at the end of Year Thirteen, except for the 
coursework (20%), which is internally assessed. 
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Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

English Literature develops skills which are essential for a wide 
variety of careers. It will serve students who are interested in careers 
in journalism, the media, advertising, librarianship, public relations – 
among many others! 
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Course Name French (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 6018727X Course Code 7652 

Entry Requirements GCSE French grade 5 or above. 

Course Summary  Students will study a range of themes relating to France and the 
French-speaking world, in order to develop their understanding of 
these countries. They will examine how key events in the past have 
influenced modern day life, and how these countries are meeting the 
challenges of the future, in addition to their contributions to literature 
and the arts. Students will study the language in greater depth, 
developing their grammatical knowledge and accuracy. In addition, 
each student will select a topic of personal interest, linked to the areas 
of study, conducting research, and subsequently presenting their 
findings as part of the final Speaking Exam. They are assessed across 
the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

Why study this subject? As a linguist, you will develop many transferable skills that will be of 
benefit in all areas of study, as well as in real life. These include 
effective communication and resilience as you develop your language 
skills, as well as a range of strategies for overcoming barriers to 
understanding. As you develop your command of French, you will be 
able to communicate with a wider range of people, and independently 
use a range of resources to find out about contemporary France and 
French-speaking countries: French websites, authentic magazines, 
French music and cinema. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Year One: 
Current Trends  

 The changing nature of family  

 The cyber-society 

 The place of voluntary work. 
 

Artistic Culture in the French-speaking world  

 A culture proud of its heritage  

 Contemporary francophone music  

 Cinema. 
  
Year Two: 
Current Trends 

 Positive features of a diverse society 

 Life of the marginalized 

 How criminals are treated. 
 

Aspects of political life in the French-speaking world 

 Teenagers, the right to vote and political commitment 

 Demonstrations, strikes 

 Politics and immigration. 
 

Literary text and film 

 Joseph Joffo ‘Un sac de billes’  

 La Haine (Mathieu Kassovitz) 
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How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Year Thirteen 
Paper One: listening, reading and writing (50%) 

 Listening and reading comprehension tasks and translations into 
English and into French. 

 
Paper Two: writing (20%) 

 Essays based on the literary text and film studied 
 
Paper Three: speaking (30%) 

 Discussion of a topic covered in the A Level course 
 Independent Research Project; a short presentation, followed by 

a discussion of the research that the student has carried out 
relating to an aspect of the French-speaking World.  

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Languages are a student’s unique selling point to universities and 
employers.  Universities use them as a way of differentiating students. 
They are viewed favourably by top universities and form the basis for 
further study of the same language.  It is also well known that learning 
one language makes it easier to learn another one, so students could 
start a totally new language at university. There are also many 
university courses which combine a language with another subject. 
 
Specialist language occupations include interpreter, translator, 
languages teacher or trainer. 
 
Industries where languages are ‘essential’ or ‘highly desirable’ include 
journalism, market research, catering and hospitality, tourism, global 
industries and personal assistant positions. 
 
Many businesses prioritise a language learner in their selection 
criteria. 
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Course Name Further Mathematics (A Level) 

Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60314990 Course Code 9FM0 

Entry Requirements GCSE Mathematics grade 8 or above.   

Course Summary  You will study Mathematics across at three key areas: Further Pure 
Mathematics (Complex Numbers, Matrices, Series, Proof and 
Calculus), Further Mechanics (Momentum, Energy and Collisions) and 
Decision Mathematics (Algorithms). 

Why study this subject? You love Mathematics and want to do more! 
Study Further Mathematics because it is extremely interesting, very 
challenging and incredibly satisfying when you apply various complex 
techniques to an intricate problem and end up with the correct answer.  
 
Further Mathematics gives you a chance to explore new and more 
sophisticated mathematical concepts, and provides a good general 
preparation in logical processes and problem solving. 
If you enjoy solving mathematical problems and have found GCSE 
Mathematics straightforward, then this might be the course for you. 
 
If students wish to take a degree course in Mathematics, most 
universities desire Further Mathematics at A Level.   

How is this Course 
Structured? 
 

Compulsory Content: 
Further Pure Mathematics 1 & 2:  
Any Further Maths Content can be assessed on either paper, including: 
Proof, Complex numbers, Matrices, Series, Further algebra and 
functions, Further calculus, Further vectors, Polar coordinates, 
Hyperbolic functions, Differential equations. 
 
Options we will be studying: 
Further Mechanics 1 
Momentum and Impulse; Work, Energy and Power; Elastic Strings and 
Springs; Elastic Collisions in 1 and 2 Dimensions 
 
Decision 1 
Algorithms; Graphs and Networks; Route Inspection; Travelling 
Salesman; Linear Programming; The Simplex Algorithm; Critical Path 
Analysis 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Further Mathematics is a modular course with four modules for A Level. 
 
Assessment: 
• All calculator exams: one and a half hours 
• 80 marks 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Further Mathematics is extremely useful, in some cases essential, if you 
want to do a Mathematics or Engineering degree, particularly at some 
of the more prestigious universities.  It is also very useful for 
Physics courses, or any other course that involve mathematical or 
statistical analysis. 
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Course Name Geography (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA  QAN 6018940X Course Code 7037 

Entry Requirements GCSE Geography grade 5 or above. If Geography has not been 
previously studied, students who have achieved grade 5 in English 
and Mathematics will be considered. 

Course Summary  The A Level Geography course encourages students to gain and 
apply knowledge and understanding of physical and human 
processes, through studying places and environments with an 
appreciation of the dynamic nature of Geography. Students will learn 
and understand how places, environments and issues can change 
and how the human population responds to this. Students will also 
develop a wide range of geographical skills in the classroom and on 
our compulsory five-day residential trip to the award winning 
Nettlecombe Field Study Centre on Exmoor. 
 
The Geographical Independent Investigation will commence during 
spring term of Year Twelve and will be submitted at the end of the 
year in July, leaving Year Thirteen free to focus on the final modules 
and the exam. 

Why study this subject? Geography helps us understand the complex world in which we live. 
Our world is rapidly changing as we come to terms with the impact of 
natural disasters, climate change, rapid population growth and the end 
of fossil fuels. A Level Geography addresses these issues and 
explores the ever-changing physical and human structures of our 
world.  

How is this Course 
Structured? 
 

Geography is a subject that at its very heart is relevant, dynamic and 
up-to-date, looking at modern 21st Century issues and case studies 
to inform the learning of our students.  
 
1. Water and Carbon Cycles 

A study of the physical processes which control the cycling of both 
water and carbon between land, oceans and the atmosphere.  

 
2. Coastal systems and landscapes 

A study of coastal zones, which are dynamic environments in 
which landscapes develop by the interaction of winds, waves, 
currents and terrestrial and marine sediments.  
 

3. Global Systems and Global Governance 
A study of the connectivity between people, places and 
environments across the globe and the global systems that shape 
these relationships. 

 
1. Changing Places 

A study of the relationships and connections between people, the 
economy, society and the environment to explain why places are 
constantly changing.  
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Additional Topics covered: 
1. Natural Hazards: focuses on the lithosphere and the atmosphere, 

which intermittently but regularly present natural hazards to 
human populations, often in dramatic and sometimes 
catastrophic fashion. 

  
2. Resource Security: focuses on the large-scale exploitation of 

unevenly distributed natural resources, which is one of the 
defining features of the present era.  

 
3. Geographical Fieldwork Skills (preparation for the Independent 

Study).    
 
FIELDWORK TRIP: Please note that under the new Geography 
curriculum there is a requirement for students to complete primary 
fieldwork for their independent investigation and therefore we intend 
to run our usual compulsory five-day residential fieldwork trip to 
Nettlecombe Field Study Centre in March.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Two exams at end of Year Thirteen:  
Physical Geography: two hours and thirty minutes, 40% of overall 
grade.  
Human Geography: two hours and thirty minutes, 40% of overall 
grade. 
Plus: A 3000-4000 word independent investigation project, 20% of the 
overall grade. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

“Geography graduates are highly employable.” Times Educational 
Supplement. 
 
Geography is one of the most diverse fields of study and its unique 
breadth opens up a great range of career opportunities, such as: air 
traffic control, archaeology, architecture, cartography, conservation, 
engineering, geographical information systems, graphic design, 
international development, medicine, meteorology, teaching, travel 
and tourism management, social work and surveying, to name but a 
few. 
 
Geography students are eagerly sought after given the wide range of 
transferrable skills they are often proficient in. Geography students are 
good problem solvers, clear communicators, strong team members, 
demonstrate creative and independent thinking, and are socially, 
economically and environmentally aware. 
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Course Name German (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 60187293 Course Code 7662 

Entry Requirements GCSE German grade 5 or above. 

Course Summary  Students will study a range of themes relating to Germany and other 
German-speaking countries, in order to develop their understanding of 
these countries. They will examine how key events in the past have 
influenced modern day life, and how Germany and its people are 
meeting the challenges of the future, in addition to their contributions 
to literature and the arts. Students will study the language in greater 
depth, developing their grammatical knowledge and accuracy. In 
addition, each student will select a topic of personal interest, linked to 
the areas of study, conducting research, and subsequently presenting 
their findings as part of the final Speaking Exam. They are assessed 
across the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

Why study this subject? As a linguist, you will develop any transferable skills that will be of 
benefit in all areas of study, and well as in real life. These include 
effective communication and resilience as you develop your language 
skills, and range strategies for overcoming barriers to understanding. 
As you develop your command of German, you will be able to 
communicate with a wider range of people, and independently use a 
range of resources to find out about contemporary Germany and 
German-speaking countries: German websites, authentic magazines, 
German music and cinema. 

How is this Course 
Structured? 
 

Year One topics: 
Aspects of German-speaking society 

 The changing state of the family 

 The digital world 

 Youth culture: fashion and trends, music, television. 
 

Artistic culture in the German-speaking world 

 Festivals and tradition 

 Art and architecture 

 Cultural life in Berlin, past and present. 
  
Year Two topics: 
Multiculturalism in German-speaking society 

 Immigration 

 Integration 

 Racism.  
 

Aspects of political life in the German-speaking world 

 Germany and the European Union 

 Politics and youth 

 German reunification and its consequences. 
 
Literary text and film 

 Jana Hensel: “Zonenkinder”  

 Good bye, Lenin!  
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How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Year Thirteen: 
Paper One: Listening, reading and writing (50%) 
Listening and reading comprehension tasks and translations into 
English and into German. 
 
Paper Two: Writing (20%) 
Essays based on the literary text and film studied 
 
Paper Three: Speaking (30%) 

 Discussion of a topic covered in the A Level course 

 Independent Research Project; a short presentation, followed by a 
discussion of the research that the student has carried out relating 
to an aspect of the German-speaking World.  

 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Languages are a student’s unique selling point to universities and 
employers.  Universities use them as a way of differentiating students. 
They are viewed favourably by top universities and form the basis for 
further study of the same language.  It is also well known that learning 
one language makes it easier to learn another one, so students could 
start a totally new language at university. There are also many 
university courses which combine a language with another subject. 
 
Specialist language occupations include interpreter, translator, 
languages teacher or trainer. 
 
Industries where languages are ‘essential’ or ‘highly desirable’ include 
journalism, market research, catering and hospitality, tourism, global 
industries and personal assistant positions. 
 
Many businesses prioritise a language learner in their selection criteria. 
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Course Name Health & Social Care (BTEC Level Three – Extended Certificate) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60171972 Course Code ULY75 

Entry Requirements Five GCSEs at grade 4 or above to include at least one Science at 
grade 4 and English at grade 4. 

Course Summary  In the UK, Health and Social Care is a broad term that relates to 
integrated services that are available from Health and Social Care 
providers. Health and Social Care combines elements of Psychology, 
Sociology, Biology, Nutrition, Law and Ethics. All students studying 
Health and Social Care have the opportunity to participate in work 
experience alongside their studies. Examples include nurseries, 
residential homes, hospitals or other caring establishments. 

Why study this subject? The health and social care sector is a major employer of almost four 
million people in the UK, many of whom are highly skilled. It makes a 
vital contribution to all other aspects of the economy and society by 
maintaining a healthy and productive workforce, and by caring for the 
aging and vulnerable. Services provided by this sector will touch every 
individual and family in the UK. 
The BTEC Level Three Extended Certificate in Health and Social Care 
(NQF) also provides a well-established route into a variety of specialist 
Higher Education courses, when taken alongside other qualifications 
appropriate for the desired course of study.  

How is this Course 
Structured? 
 

The BTEC is a practical course and students will be expected to take 
part in a number of assessments throughout the course. These will 
include: 

 Student presentations 

 Research projects 

 Replication of studies 

 Independent study/reading 

 Extended writing 
 
The two modules for Year One are: 
Unit One – human lifespan development (examined) 
Unit Five – meeting individual care and support needs (internal 
assessment). 
Year 2 will include the following units: 
Unit Two – working in health and social care (examined) 
Unit Fourteen – physiological disorders and their treatment (internal 
assessment). 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

You will study four units over a two-year period, with two mandatory 
units being covered in Year Twelve. Two units are assessed internally 
(assignment based) and two units are assessed externally (examined). 
Students must pass ALL units (including those that are externally 
assessed) to achieve an award under new BTEC criteria. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Studying Health and Social Care can lead to further study and a range 
of career opportunities. The course is desirable if you wish to follow a 
career in Midwifery or Nursing and is recommended if you aspire to 
careers in Education, Medicine or any person centred role. 
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Course Name History (A Level) 
Exam Board OCR QAN 60147015 Course Code H505 

Entry Requirements GCSE History grade 5 or above. If History has not been studied, 
students who have achieved grade 5 or above in English will be 
considered. 

Course Summary  A Level History will provide students with well-founded analytical 
understanding of change, continuity, cause, consequence and 
chronology. Looking at different time periods will encourage students 
to be able to draw parallels with historical periods and motivators 
behind human behaviours and events. The course is made up of four 
core modules, three of which will be examined. Students will study the 
Making of Modern Britain, the American Revolution and Russia and 
its rulers. There will be a fourth coursework module where students 
will choose an investigation question on a range of topics.   

Why study this subject? History is an invaluable subject to study as it encourages students to 
consider how we, as a contemporary society, have come to be where 
we are. It invites bigger questions and asks students to consider strife 
and successes in societies, through the investigation of social, 
political and economic factors that underpin any movement for 
change. History is a fascinating subject to anyone who wishes to 
consider morality and identity through considering the actions of 
others. It will provide students with succinct analytical and evaluative 
skills, encouraging students to make their own judgements on 
questions, which can often have no right or wrong answer.   
 
Some quotations from our students: 
 
‘It is a very interesting subject and the step up from GCSE to A Level, 
although challenging, is not too difficult. Topics are made easy to 
understand and taught in a fun way.’ 
 
‘I think it is important to understand the past to have a good 
understanding of the future.’  

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Unit One – British period study and enquiry:  
Britain 1930-1997 – An investigation into Britain from Churchill’s first 
government during the Second World War, through huge periods of 
change in the 20th Century, ending with the start of the Blair years. 
This focuses on social, political, economic and foreign policy. 
 
Unit Two – Non-British period study:  
The American Revolution 1740-1796 – A study on the quest for 
American independence from the British, from the Franco-Indian War 
through to the Boston Tea Party, the Declaration of Independence 
and the signing of the US Constitution at the Philadelphia Convention.  
  
Unit Three – Thematic and historical interpretations:   
Russia and its Rulers 1855-1964 – A thematic enquiry into the way 
Russia actively changed the way it is ruled. Starting with Alexander II 
and the emancipation of serfs, through the Bolshevik Revolution, the 
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murder of the Romanovs and the establishment of Communism, 
ending with the Hungarian Uprising after the death of Stalin.  
Unit Four – Coursework 
Students will be given a choice of questions on a specified topic, 
researching and self-teaching their focus area. There are a wide 
range of topics that could be chosen for this, but students will have 
some part in deciding on the time period.  
 
The course will teach students a wide range of skills and utilise 
varying teaching methods, such as: ICT skills, presentations, debates, 
discussions of big issues, source work and case studies. The course 
will utilise guest speakers, trips and conferences.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Students will be assessed at the end of Year Thirteen in three 
examinations on each of the topics, and will also complete their 
individual study. There will be regular assessments in school in order 
to measure progress and ensure that students are prepared for their 
final exams.  

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Due to the range of complementary subjects offered at The Downs 
School, students are able to begin a pathway to higher education with 
either a wide or focused view of their end goal. As it is a subject with 
many transferable skills, students are able to utilise these skills in all 
Humanities, English and Social Sciences subjects, whilst being useful 
for those who are studying Sciences and Mathematics who wish to 
take a non-specific subject at A Level. 
 
Many students will go on to university to read History (often choosing 
to specialise in modern, medieval, ancient), or complementary 
subjects such as, English, Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE), 
International Relations, Conflict/War Studies, Archaeology, Classical 
Civilisations, English, Journalism or a combination of any of the 
above, among many others. 
 
Many of these lead to careers in finance and banking, the Civil Service 
and public sector, law, education, the Armed Forces, museums and 
curatorship, heritage work. History is the second most common 
degree among private sector workers.  
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Course Name Law (A Level) 
Exam Board OCR QAN 60307067 Course Code H418 

Entry Requirements GCSE English grade 5 or above. 

Course Summary  The new A Level Law course aims to give students a comprehensive 
understanding of the English legal system, law making and 
concepts/theories of law. Students will also gain a breadth of 
knowledge in key areas of criminal, tort and human rights law 

Why study this subject? Studying Law gives students an understanding of the role of law in 
today's society and raises their critical awareness of the impact that 
the law has on every part of our lives.  We will develop and apply the 
techniques of legal method and reasoning to analyse and offer 
answers to problems, based on legal principles, legislation and case 
law.  Students will spent time studying specialist areas of law in our 
topics on criminal, tort and human rights law.  

By learning about legal rules and how and why they apply to real life, 
students also develop their analytical ability, decision making, critical 
thinking and problem-solving skills. All these skills are highly sought 
after by higher education and employers. 

Former Downs School Law students have achieved places to study 
Law at Russell Group universities including King’s College London, 
University College London, Warwick, Birmingham, Nottingham and 
Exeter.  

Course Content and 
Assessment 
 

Unit One: 
The English Legal System- Civil Courts and other forms of dispute 
resolution, criminal courts and lay people, legal personnel and 
access to justice. 
 
Criminal Law- fatal and non-fatal offences against the person, 
property offences, preliminary offences and defences. 
 
Assessment: 
• Written exam: two hours 
• 80 marks 
• 33% of A Level 
 
Unit Two: 
Law Making- Parliament, delegated legislation, statutory 
interpretation and judicial precedent, law reform and European union 
law 
 
Tort Law- negligence, occupier’s liability, nuisance, vicarious liability, 
defences and remedies 
 
Assessment: 
• Written exam: two hours 
• 80 marks 
• 33% of A Level 
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Unit Three: 
The Nature of Law- law and society, law and justice and law and 
morality 
Human Rights Law -  
Nature, protection and constitutional position of Human Rights under 
UK law. Specific rights are explored in detail as are the restrictions 
upon them and the process of enforcement through the courts. 
Learners will develop knowledge and understanding of human rights 
law, the skills to apply their legal knowledge to scenario-based 
situations and gain a critical awareness of the present state of human 
rights law. 
 
Assessment: 
• Written exam: two hours 
• 80 marks 
• 33% of A Level 

Trips Students on the course will enjoy day trips to the Royal Courts of 
Justice and Old Bailey, where they will have the privilege to hear a 
criminal case and an appeal. Further trips include a visit to Parliament 
and the Supreme Court, as well as the opportunity to compete in the 
Bar Mock National Trial competition. 

A Level Combinations A Level Law combines particularly well with and complements 
Government and Politics, Sociology, History, Economics and English.  

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

A Level Law is widely regarded by leading universities as an excellent 
preparation for any undergraduate degree as it provides students with 
valuable knowledge and skills. Studying Law also opens many doors 
for careers, not just in law but also investment banking and finance, 
the Civil Service, journalism, publishing, management, advertising, 
the Armed Forces, the police force, politics and local government. 
One thing is certain: having A Level Law on a student’s CV will make 
them stand out from other candidates! 
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Course Name Mathematics (A Level) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 6031333X Course Code 9MA0 

Entry Requirements GCSE Mathematics grade 7 or above.  
Students need to have covered 7/8 grade material and be proficient 
in algebra in order to access the A Level course. 
 
There will also be a screening test within the first month of the course 
which recaps GCSE grade `7’ material to ensure that this course is 
appropriate for you. Achieving below the set pass mark suggests that 
your core skills are not a strong enough base from which to succeed 
with A Level Mathematics. 

Course Summary  You will study mathematics across three key areas: Pure 
Mathematics (Algebra, Calculus and Functions), Statistics (Data and 
Probability), and Mechanics (Forces and Motion)  

Why study this subject? Imagine life without Mathematics! A Level Mathematics is challenging 
and exciting, and if you love algebra, problems and logic, it will suit 
you well. 
 
Learning Mathematics requires problem solving, discovery and a lot 
of determination. Mathematics is not about learning facts or writing 
essays; just reading a textbook or producing and revising from 
detailed notes is not enough. Students will only achieve success by 
‘doing’ Mathematics – lots of practise in and outside of lessons, 
working independently and asking questions. An essential part of 
mathematical study is the challenge of analysing and solving a 
problem and the satisfaction and confidence gained from achieving a 
‘correct’ answer. 
 
Mathematics is the foundation upon which many subjects rely. 
Studying A Level Mathematics will help support other Sixth Form 
courses and will enable students to study subjects at university that 
may otherwise be restricted.  
 
Mathematics students need to construct clear and logical written 
methods to explain their solutions. Finally, students should have a 
sound mathematical background and a confident attitude to succeed. 
Students will be expected to practise crucial GCSE knowledge and 
skills during the summer holidays in order to be fully prepared to begin 
into the new course. They will be also asked to complete a holiday 
homework to assess their ability in Mathematics. 

How is this Course 
Structured? 
 

Pure Mathematics One:  
Proof, Algebra and Functions, Coordinate Geometry, Sequences and 
series, Trigonometry, Exponentials and Logarithms, Calculus and 
Vectors. (Year One content assessed at A Level Standard) 
 
Pure Mathematics Two:  
Additional Pure content building and incorporating Year One content 
As above, in addition to numerical methods 
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Statistics and Mechanics:  
Two distinct sections on these two areas of Mathematics, worth 50 
marks each. 
 
Statistics:  
Sampling, Data presentation and analysis, Probability, Statistical 
Distributions, Hypothesis Testing 
 
Mechanics:  
Quantities and units, Kinematics, Forces and Newton’s Laws, 
Moments 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Mathematics is a modular course with three modules for A Level 
All A Level Exams are calculator exams lasting two hours and worth 
100 marks 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Studying Mathematics at either level can support other Sixth Form 
courses such as Geography, Sociology, Business Studies, 
Psychology and especially the Sciences.  
 
An A Level in Mathematics is strongly recommended for any student 
considering studying Medicine or other science based subjects at 
university. In particular, it is required for students wanting to study 
Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, and Computer Science; and the 
Mathematics, Engineering and Science degree courses of some 
universities prefer a Further Mathematics qualification as well. 
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Course Name Mathematical Studies (one-year Level 3 course equivalent to 
half an A Level - Certificate) 

Exam Board AQA QAN 60149450 Course Code X1350 

Entry Requirements GCSE Mathematics grade 5 or above. The Level Three Certificate 
should be studied as a fourth choice subject as it does not count as a 
full A Level. 
 

Course Summary  This course builds on the Mathematics taught at GCSE and covers 
analysis of data, Mathematics for personal finance, estimation and 
critical analysis.  

Why study this subject? Mathematics is for everyone. It is diverse, engaging and essential in 
equipping students with the right skills to reach their future 
destinations, whatever that may be. 
 
This course helps to develop students’ mathematical skills and 
thinking and supports courses such as A Level Psychology, 
Geography and the Sciences, as well as technical and vocational 
qualifications. 
 
Mathematics students need to construct clear and logical written 
methods to explain their solutions. Finally, students should have a 
sound mathematical background and a confident attitude to succeed. 
Students will be expected to practise crucial GCSE knowledge and 
skills during the summer holidays in order to be fully prepared to begin 
into the new course. They will be also asked to complete a holiday 
homework to assess their ability in Mathematics. 

How is this Course 
Structured? 
 

Note:  This is a one-year course, taught in Year 12. 
 
Compulsory content: 

 Analysis of data 

 Maths for personal finance 

 Estimation 

 Critical analysis of given data and models. 
 
One of the following options: 
 
Option A  

 The normal distribution 

 Probabilities and estimation 

 Correlation and regression. 
 
Option B 

 Critical path and risk analysis 

 Expectation 

 Cost benefit analysis. 
 
Option C 

 Graphical methods 

 Rates of change 
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 Exponential functions. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

The course is designed to be taught over one year with assessments 
at the end of the first year. This is a linear qualification equivalent to 
an AS Level.  
There are two one hour and thirty minute externally assessed exams, 
each weighted 50%, at the end of the course. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Mathematical Studies aims to prepare students for the mathematical 
demands of higher education and work where there is a distinct 
mathematical or statistical element, but where the mathematical 
demands do not stretch to a requirement for A Level Mathematics 
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Course Name Media Studies (A Level) 
Exam Board Eduqas QAN 60311496 Course Code A680QS 

Entry Requirements BTEC Creative Digital Media Level 2 Merit or above, or GCSE 
Media grade 5 or above. If Media has not been studied, students 
who have achieved Grade 5 in English will be considered. 

Course Summary  A Level Media Studies is a contemporary and creative course which 
offers learners the opportunity to study the media in an academic 
context, and apply the knowledge and understanding gained to the 
process of creating their own media productions.  
 
Students will develop their awareness of a range of media concepts, 
including media language, audiences, industries and 
representations. Learners study a range of media forms in terms of 
this theoretical framework. The following forms are studied in depth 
through applying all areas of the framework: newspapers and 
magazines; television and film; online, social and participatory 
media; advertising and marketing; music video; radio and video 
games. 
 
The course is designed to widen the intellectual horizons of the 
learner through the analysis of both global and historical media. This 
enhances the development of critical and reflective thinking to 
encourage engagement in the critical debates surrounding 
contemporary media. 

Why study this subject? By studying Media Studies at A Level, students will gain the 
opportunity to explore the key frameworks of the subject and engage 
with a wide range of different media sectors. 
 
Media Studies provides valuable experiences for learners by which 
they can develop their analytical / investigative, communicative and 
evaluative skills. In addition to this, students are offered the chance 
to utilise their creativity and apply their practical talents through the 
production elements of the course.  
 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Year One: 
Component One: Media Products, Industries and Audiences  
Learners will explore, through the use of all four aspects of the 
theoretical framework, how the media language of media products 
construct different representations and how media products are 
used by industries to communicate messages to different media 
audiences. 
 
Year One and Two: 
Component Three: Cross-Media Production, Non exam 
assessment (30%) 
Learners will practically explore the creation of linked media 
products in a cross-media production. This component allows 
students to demonstrate their creativity as they apply, in practice, 
their knowledge and understanding of the Media Studies theoretical 
framework to an individual media production 
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Year Two: 
Component Two: Media Forms and Products in Depth, written 
examination, 2 hours 30 minutes (35%) 
Learners will explore television, magazines and online media forms 
through close analysis of the set products, comparing their use of 
media language and the representations they offer in relation to 
relevant social, cultural, economic, political and historical contexts. 
Learners will study the role of media industries in shaping media 
products, as well as considering the way in which both mass and 
specialised audiences are targeted and addressed. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Component One: Externally assessed, written examination, 2 hours 
15 minutes (35%) 
 
Component Two: Externally assessed, written examination, 2 hours 
30 minutes (35%) 
 
Component Three: Internally assessed (30%) 

Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

Students that study A Level Media Studies can expect to gain many 
desirable and transferable skills which will put them in positive 
position, whether they are seeking employment or moving on to 
Higher Education.  These skills include: 
 

 A capacity for analysis and interpretation 

 The ability to be evaluative and self-reflective 

 Strong team work and communication skills 

 An understanding of the construction of products and how they 
affect the consumer. 

 
In terms of careers, the qualification gives an advantage to those 
considering roles within the following sectors: 

 Journalism 

 Advertising 

 Marketing 

 Public relations 

 TV/Film/Radio production 

 Business and management 

 Teaching. 
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Course Name Music (A Level) 
Exam Board Eduqas QAN 60181461 Course Code A660PA 

Entry Requirements GCSE Music grade 5 or above, or Music BTEC at Merit or above. 
Students should play at least one instrument/voice at minimum 
grade 5 standard. 

Course Summary  Students studying A Level Music will learn and develop skills of 
listening and appraising and will further develop their performance 
and compositional skills, as well as their understanding of musical 
devices, both through the appreciation of the music of others and 
through their own work. It is a course which is interesting and 
incorporates music from a wide range of styles, whilst allowing 
students to perform and compose in their own chosen style.  
 
There are many opportunities for performing within the course, and 
the opportunity to set up a music group if you wish. If you are 
currently learning and practising an instrument to grade 5 standard 
(or above), then you are prepared for the performing aspect of the 
course and could possibly devote more time to the composing and 
musical understanding aspects of the course.  

Why study this subject? Music A Level is a highly regarded by many of the top universities in 
the country, as it is a subject which combines both academic and 
practical skills.  
 
We are surrounded by music and consume it constantly. Advertising, 
television and film bombard us with music; it is part of our culture and 
more importantly, our identity. Music is a means of communication: 
it can change moods, alter opinion, educate, soothe, excite and 
promote. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Three Units: 
You can choose to specialise in performance or composition. The 
option you choose will be 35% of your course, and the other option 
will be 25% of your course. 
 
1. Performance – 25%/35% 

A ten minute balanced programme is required of grade 7 standard 
or above and this will be examined in the Spring term of the 
second year. 

2. Composition– 25%/35% 
Two compositions lasting around three to four minutes each. One 
will be to a brief chosen by the exam board and the second will be 
a free choice composition to a brief of students’ choice. 

3. Further Musical Understanding – 40% 
This unit is an exam unit which looks at different set works, 
concentrating on important musical features, whilst developing 
listening skills to compare and contrast music of a similar style.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

40% listening and essay based examination at the end of the two-
year course 
60% performing and composing, which is recorded and assessed in 
the spring of the second year of the course.  
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Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

The A Level Music course provides an excellent basis for lifelong 
learning and for Higher Education courses in Music, and many 
students who take A Level Music continue their studies at university. 
The three units of the course can lead to studies in Performance, 
Composition, Musicology, Ethnomusicology, Sound Engineering, 
Conducting, Popular Music and Jazz, and Music Education.  
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Course Name Performing Arts – Acting (BTEC Level Three – Extended Certificate) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60172332 Course Code UWX43 

Entry Requirements 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above. 

Course Summary  Students who excel at Acting will study a diverse range of units across the 
two years. The course is continually assessed internally and externally 
and there is a proportion of practical performance work which is filmed, 
documented and /or performed to live audiences and/or visiting 
examiners. Although there is no final examination paper, students should 
expect to complete in-depth written work and assignments based on 
research of practitioners and plays studied.  

Why study this subject? This course is an excellent follow on from Drama BTEC and/or GCSE 
Drama at KS4. 
 
It would also be of interest to those students who study a performance 
discipline outside school and/or have undertaken performance roles in 
school musicals or House Performing Arts. Work experience placements 
at local theatres for short periods can also be negotiated. 
 
This course provides enrichment and extension, allowing students to 
excel in their preferred area of study as well as providing a vocational and 
practical approach to their studies. 
Do you have a genuine interest and enthusiasm for acting? Do you have 
the ability to meet deadlines? Are you a reliable group member? Do you 
have the commitment to rehearse in your own time and attend theatre 
visits? 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

First Year - Unit One: Investigating Practitioners’ Work  
 
First Year Unit Two: Developing Skills and Techniques for Live 
Performance  

 Understand the role and skills of a performer 

 Develop performance skills and techniques for live performance 

 Apply performance skills and techniques in selected styles  

 Review and reflect on development of skills and techniques for live 
performance 

 
Second Year - Unit Two: Group Performance Workshop 
 
Second Year + One Optional Unit: 
Interpreting Classical text for performance, acting styles or movement  in 
performance  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Unit One:         Investigating Practitioners’ Work (externally assessed) 
Unit Two:       Developing Skills and Techniques for Live Performance 

(internally assessed) 
Unit Three:        Group Performance Workshop (externally assessed) and 

One Optional Unit (internally assessed) 
 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

The BTEC is a vocational course in acting developed with over five 
thousand teachers, employers and Higher Education institutions. This 
new BTEC National in Performing Arts - Acting uses a combination of 
assessment styles to give students confidence they can apply their 
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knowledge to succeed in the workplace, and have the study skills to 
continue learning on Higher Education courses and throughout their 
careers. This range of vocational assessments – both practical and written 
– means students can showcase their learning and achievements to best 
effect when they take their next step, whether that’s supporting 
applications to Higher Education courses or potential employers. 
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Course Name Performing Arts – Dance (BTEC Level Three – Extended 
Certificate) 

Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60172332 Course Code UWX43 

Entry Requirements 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above. 

Course Summary  We are now offering the students the opportunity to study a BTEC 
Level Three National Extended Certificate in Performing Arts ‘Dance’– 
equivalent to an A Level qualification. Students will study a diverse 
range of units across the two years. This course provides enrichment 
and extension, allowing students to excel in their preferred area of 
study as well as providing a vocational and practical approach to their 
studies. The course comprises of a mix of externally set tasks 
examined and marked by Pearson, and internal assignment tasks set 
and marked by the Centre, culminating in an overall grade of P/M/D/or 
D* being awarded at the end of the two-year period of study. 
 
Students must: 

 Have a genuine interest and enthusiasm in Dance and commitment 
to the subject 

 Have the ability to meet deadlines 

 Be a reliable group member   

 Have the commitment to rehearse in their own time  
 

Why study this subject?  Because you have a passion for dance, performance and 
choreography 

 The chance to create original and inventive work for performance.  

 Because you enjoy collaborating with others and developing ideas, 
as well as working independently 

 Because you are interested in all aspects of dance study including 
historical and current practices, contextual and theoretical 
knowledge 

 Because you want to study a variety of styles through theory and 
practical work 

 To continue to inspire a lifelong passion and appreciation for dance 

 Because you are interested in moving further into the Performing 
Arts industry 

 Because you are looking to improve their Performing Arts skills in 
preparation for training at a Performing Arts college/conservatoire 
or university  

 To continue to develop your technical and expressive qualities as a 
dancer 

 Because you wish to develop your creative intellectual capacity and 
transferable skills, such as team working, organisation, self-
promotion, communication and problem solving. 

 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

The BTEC course has a flexibility and learner-centered approach that 
requires knowledge to be applied through project-based assessments. 
Students must complete the following units: 
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Unit One: Investigating Practitioners’ Work (externally set and 
assessed) 
Investigation into the work of performing arts practitioners, developing 
critical analysis skills and contextual understanding of how 
practitioners communicate themes in their work. A piece of extended 
writing. 
 
Unit Two:  Developing Skills and Techniques for Live 
Performance (internal assessment in at least 2 styles) 
You will explore technical performance skills with a focus on 
developing and demonstrating skills and techniques in at least two 
performance styles. Potential exiting works to study are ‘Revelations’ 
by Alvin Ailey, ‘Rooster’ by Christopher Bruce’, ‘Park’ by Jasmin 
Vardimon or ‘Political Mother’ by Hofesh Schechter. 
 
Unit Three: Group Performance Workshop (externally set and 
assessed) 
You will explore and integrate creative, physical skills and techniques, 
working collaboratively to create a performance in response to a given 
stimulus. This unit will require you to respond to a stimulus to create 
performance material. Working in groups you will create a performance 
for an invited audience, which will be between ten and twenty minutes. 
You will also submit a process log, completed at 4 milestone stages 
throughout the development process. This will be completed under 
supervised assessment conditions. This will be completed in five hours 
but you will have preparation prior to the assessment period. 
 
+ One Optional Unit: 
Unit Eight: Classical Ballet Technique, Unit Nine: Tap Dance 
Technique, Unit Ten: Jazz Dance Technique, Unit Eleven: Street 
Dance Technique or Unit Twelve: Contemporary Dance Technique. 
 
Throughout the BTEC course written work is expected in the form of 
research projects, analysis and appreciation of professional 
companies/repertoire including comparative essays and historical 
research, evaluations and the identification of strengths and 
weaknesses as a performer. This will be summarized in performance 
logs and training journals.   
 
Students will be expected to wear appropriate clothing for 
practical/technical work including workshops. This includes a leotard, 
leggings and bare feet. School dance kit may be purchased to ensure 
students have appropriate layering. Suitable footwear may be worn 
when appropriate. 
 
A large amount of work will require students to rehearse in their own 
time, take part in evening performances and attend theatre trips and 
workshops. Some students may even wish to lead or choreograph for 
the extra-curricular opportunities on offer in school. 
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How is the Course 
Assessed? 

A variety of externally assessed units and internally assessed units 
take place throughout the course. 
 
Each external assessment is taken under specified conditions. The 
styles of external assessment used for qualifications in the Performing 
Arts (Dance) are: 
 

 Set tasks – learners take the assessment during a defined window 
and demonstrate understanding through completion of a vocational 
task 

 Performance – learners prepare for assessment over an extended 
window and demonstrate skills that generate some non-written 
evidence. 

 
Most units in the sector are internally assessed. This ensures that 
learners are assessed using a variety of styles to help them develop a 
broad range of transferable skills. Learners will be given opportunities 
to: 
 

 Write up the findings of their own research 

 Use case studies to explore complex or unfamiliar situations 

 Carry out projects for which they have choice over the direction and 
outcomes 

 Demonstrate practical and technical skills using appropriate 
techniques and processes 

 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

The skills that you develop during the course will also be attractive to 
a range of subject courses where physicality, creativity and 
communication skills are required. 
 
Possible careers include: performer (in a variety of settings, companies 
and contracts), dance teacher (state or private), drama teacher (state 
or private), dance critic, physiotherapist, dance therapist, 
choreographer, dance community officer, dance educationalist, dance 
administrator, director, dance school owner, production arts, historian, 
dance fitness and dance company director. A BTEC Dance 
qualification will enable you to continue your dance training and studies 
at both conservatoire organisations and universities. This includes 
dance courses as well as the full range of Performing Arts.  
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Course Name Philosophy (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 60306841 Course Code 7172  

Entry Requirements GCSE English Language grade 6 or above. 

Course Summary  Philosophy enquires into the fundamental questions of our life. Can 
I be certain a world exists beyond my own mind? Why should I live 
in a moral way, which considers the well-being of others? What are 
my mental states, and how do they exist? Is it possible to prove the 
existence of God? These questions are central to the Philosophy A 
Level we study at The Downs School. 

Why study this subject? As well as investigating a wide variety of issues, Philosophy A Level 
also develops precise thinking skills. If we wanted to explore the view 
that it is possible to doubt other people possess minds, for example, 
it is important to identify the reasons for such a view (perhaps that 
only I have ‘access’ to my own thoughts), and consider how this view 
might be challenged (surely I know when my friend is upset, without 
looking in her head?), before reaching a conclusion. In lessons, 
views are proposed and challenged in class discussion in a 
methodical way, and the ability to construct and evaluate arguments 
is developed consistently also in writing. 
 
‘Philosophy, if it cannot answer so many questions as we would wish, 
has at least the power of asking questions which increase the 
interest of the world, and show the strangeness and wonder lying 
just below the surface even in the commonest things of daily life.’ 
(Bertrand Russell) 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Year One topics: 
 
Unit 1    
Section A:  Epistemology (the study of knowledge) 
Section B:  Moral Philosophy (why should I live in a moral way?) 
 
Year Two topics: 
 
Unit 2     
Section A    Philosophy of Religion      
(arguments regarding the nature and existence of God) 
Section B    Philosophy of Mind        
(the nature of the ‘mind’, and its relationship to my body and the 
physical world) 
 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

There are two three hour exams at the end of the course. 

Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

Philosophy is a challenging, and highly regarded, A Level. It 
develops higher order thinking skills which can be applied in a wide 
variety of careers, and which are ideally suited to the demands of a 
work place in which people are required increasingly to respond to 
changing information, situations, and demands. You will learn how 
to think critically, evaluate arguments, and construct your own view. 
Skills in reasoning will allow you to navigate a changing world. 
Alongside this, study of Philosophy will allow you to develop as a 
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person, because it will allow you to explore questions which have 
continued to intrigue people over the centuries, and also because it 
will allow you to feel you know how to explore and develop your own 
responses to complex issues of any kind. 
 
‘Philosophy graduates are popular candidates for a variety of high-
powered professions - journalism, research, the civil service, politics, 
and law. A recent Times poll revealed that the business world 
favours philosophy graduates above all others.’ (Heythrop College 
website, University of London) 
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Course Name Physical Education (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 60186331 Course Code 7582 

Entry Requirements GCSE PE grade 5 or above (at least grade 5 on theory papers). If 
PE has not been studied, students who have achieved grade 5 in 
English and Science will be considered. Students should perform at 
least one sport out of school to a high level. 

Course Summary  1. Applied anatomy and physiology 
2. Skill acquisition 
3. Sport and society  
4. Exercise physiology  
5. Biomechanical movement 
6. Sport psychology 
7. Sport and society and the role of technology in physical activity 
and sport  

Why study this subject? A Level PE adopts an academic, multi-disciplinary approach in which 
different forms of enquiry are developed. 
It involves a focus on Physiology, Skill Acquisition/Psychology and 
Sport and Society and how each impacts on the practical 
performances of those involved in the pursuit of sporting excellence. 
It gives those who have a keen interest in furthering their theoretical 
knowledge of sport and physical education a great opportunity to 
delve into these wide-ranging areas across four modules (during the 
two years of the A Level). 
A Level PE provides invaluable experience for students wishing to 
increase their involvement in various roles in sport. It can also help 
equip successful individuals with the necessary skills and knowledge 
to enter Higher Education apprenticeships or the world of work. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
  

Applied Physiology - cardio-respiratory system, cardiovascular 
system, respiratory system, neuromuscular system, the  
musculoskeletal system and analysis of movement in physical 
activities, energy systems  
Skill Acquisition - skill, skill classification and transfer of skills, 
Impact of skill classification on structure of practice for learning, 
principles and theories of learning and performance, use of guidance 
and feedback, memory models 
Sport and Society - emergence of globalisation of sport in the 21st 
century, The impact of sport on society and of society on sport; 
Exercise Physiology - diet and nutrition, preparation and training 
methods, Injury prevention and the rehabilitation of injury 
biomechanical principles, levers, linear, angular and projectile 
motion, fluid mechanics 
Sport Psychology – personality, attitudes, arousal, anxiety, 
aggression, motivation, achievement motivation, social facilitation, 
group dynamics, goal setting, attributions, self –efficacy, leadership, 
stress management 
Sport and Society and the role of technology in physical activity 
and sport - concepts of physical activity and sport, development of 
elite performers, ethics, violence, drugs, sport and the law, 
commercialisation, role of technology 
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Non-Exam Content – performance assessment, performance 
analysis assessment 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Two written exam papers (two hours each) = 70% of final A Level 
 
Non-exam assessment (internal assessment, external moderation) 
30% of A Level 
15% - assessed in one sport in a fully competitive competition 
15% - written analysis of the student’s performance 

Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

PE is considered an academic subject by universities and 
employers, often leading into a wide range of opportunities such as: 
 

 Personal training and fitness    

 Police    

 Sports Science                             

 Sports and leisure  

 Recreation management 

 Sports coaching                          

 Armed Forces 

 Teacher training 

 Sport technology 

 Sports business management 

 Sports psychology. 
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 Course Name Physics (A Level) 
Exam Board OCR (Specification B) QAN 60147453 Course Code H557 

Entry Requirements GCSE Physics grade 6, or 6-6 in Science, and at least grade 6 in 
Mathematics at GCSE.  We would also like students to choose A 
Level Mathematics as a complementary subject alongside A Level 
Physics. 

Course Summary  Students at The Downs School follow the OCR Physics B course. The 
course is also known as 'Advancing Physics' and was developed in 
association with the Institute of Physics to give a thorough grounding 
in contemporary Physics, preparing students with the skills and 
experiences that they will need in order to study a science subject or 
engineering subject at degree level. 
 
The Advancing Physics course offers a glimpse of the beauty and 
order from which the world around us is made. The course is up to 
date and varied and is presented in a way to convey the excitement 
of the subject. It presents Physics in a wide range of real life 
situations, linking well to research that is currently being carried out 
within the Physics community.  

Why study this subject? At its heart, Physics is about trying to answer some of the ‘big’ 
questions in life. What will happen to the Universe in the future? 
Where did we come from? What are we made of? How and why do 
things interact in the way that they do?  
 
Physics is a challenging subject that will definitely make you think. It 
requires a step up from GCSE in terms of the level of organisation 
and working as well as the mathematical skills that are used.  
 
In Physics we use numbers and mathematics to help interpret the 
world around us. Good mathematical skills are essential, which is why 
we would like students to take A Level Mathematics alongside 
Physics. Students often comment about the strong link between the 
two subjects and the benefits studying both subjects brings to 
students. Added to this, a very large number of university (or other) 
pathways leading on from A Level Physics also require A Level maths 
as an entry requirement. As such, students are encouraged to 
consider this alongside A Level Physics. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Module One (Year Twelve/Thirteen) – Development of practical 
skills in Physics 
This module lays the foundations for students to be able to do good 
quality practical work in Physics, by helping them to learn how to plan, 
implement, analyse and then evaluate practical work. They learn 
about the correct use of a range of different apparatus and 
techniques. This module is embedded throughout the content of the 
specification and is developed as we move through the full A Level 
course. 
 
Module Two (Year Twelve/Thirteen) – Fundamental data analysis 
This module teaches the students how to process and analyse the 
data that they may obtain from practical sessions. Students are taught 
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a range of skills that will enable them to process data correctly, such 
as how to write numbers in standard form as well as how prefixes are 
used within Physics. Added to this, students consider how 
uncertainties arise within data and also how they can be minimised. 
Added to this, students consider how a range of factors such as 
accuracy, precision, resolution, sensitivity, response time, systematic 
error and zero error might affect the quality of data obtained. This 
module is embedded throughout the content of the specification and 
is developed as we move through the full A Level course. 
 
Module Three (Year Twelve) - Physics in Action  
The module is broadly split into two sections, focussing on 
‘Communications’ and the ‘Mechanical properties of materials’. 
Communications is about electrical circuits and sensors, waves as 
signals and imaging. The mechanical properties of materials 
introduces students to material properties and how these depend on 
the structure of the material. Students also consider how they help 
determine the choice of material for a given purpose. 
 
Module Four (Year Twelve) - Understanding Processes 
The unit is split into two halves, with one half focussing on ‘Mechanics’ 
and the other considering ‘Waves and Quantum Behaviour’. The 
Mechanics aspect focuses on vectors and calculations involving 
space and time. Waves and Quantum Behaviour focuses mainly on 
the understanding of superposition phenomena of waves with a brief 
account of quantum behaviour of photons and electrons.  
 
Module Five (Year Thirteen) - Rise and Fall of the Clockwork 
Universe  
This develops the grand conception of the world as a mathematical 
machine. ‘Models and Rules’ covers the core Physics of random 
decay and the charge on a capacitor, energy and momentum, the 
harmonist oscillator and circular orbits. ‘Matter in Extremes’ shows 
how theories of matter and atoms explain behaviour. 
 
Module Six (Year Thirteen) - Field and Particle Physics 
This introduces the modern picture of fields and particle interactions 
as fundamental mechanisms of nature. ‘Fields’ covers ideas about 
electromagnetism, electric field and potential. ‘Fundamental particles’ 
describes atomic, nuclear and sub-nuclear structure. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

A2 Physics - Unit title  
(The three exams draw 
from all six modules) 
 

Method of 
assessment 

Weighting  When 
assessed 

A Level - Paper One: 
Fundamentals of 
Physics (110 marks) 

Exam – two 
hours and 
fifteen 
minutes 

41% of A 
Level 

June of 
Year 
Thirteen 
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A Level - Paper Two: 
Scientific literacy in 
Physics (100 marks) 

Exam – two 
hours and 
fifteen 
minutes  

37% of A 
Level 

June of 
Year 
Thirteen 

A Level - Paper 
Three: Practical skills 
in Physics (60 marks) 

Exam – one 
hour and 
thirty 
minutes 

22% of A 
Level 

June of 
Year 
Thirteen 

Practical 
endorsement in 
Physics 

Reported 
separately 

 Throughout 
the course 

 

Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

Physics is one of the most highly regarded A Level courses by 
employers and universities and, as such, the course supports 
students in a diverse range of destinations post Sixth Form.  
 
At university level, Physics opens the door towards Science, 
Mathematics and Engineering courses as well as supporting students 
who may wish to progress to a humanities based subject. Students 
wishing to study Physics at degree level should note that many 
universities would expect students to arrive with A Levels in both 
Mathematics and Physics. 
 
Employers also recognise the importance of A Level Physics and 
actively seek to recruit students who have completed Physics as a 
result of the way that students are trained and encouraged to think in 
a logical manner.  
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Course Name Politics (A Level) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60312233 Course Code 9PL0 

Entry Requirements GCSE English or History at grade 5 or above. 

Course Summary  A Level Politics enables students to develop a critical understanding 
of the processes and institutions that govern countries, with a 
particular focus upon the United Kingdom and the United States. It 
includes exploration of parliamentary systems, voting behaviour and 
political parties. Additionally, students will embellish their knowledge 
with the study of political ideologies, deepening understanding of 
political motivations and schools of thought. It will help engage 
students in the discussion of historic and contemporary politics and 
encourage them to have a well-informed understanding of the 
people’s role in politics.  

Why study this subject? Politics is an incredibly valuable subject to those who think critically, 
as it teaches students to be able to formulate thoughts and 
discussions around ‘big ideas’ and use key facts to be able to assess 
the way we govern ourselves. It will help develop a greater 
understanding of the way that modern societies operate, considering 
driving factors behind law making, those who govern us and how they 
do this. It is fascinating as it is ever changing and open to debate, 
offering students the ability to think about bigger questions and begin 
thinking at a higher level. With the introduction of the study of political 
ideologies, students will become even more aware of how big theories 
can filter down into everyday life. 
 
Some quotations from our current cohort: 
  
‘It prepares you for later life, though teaching key tools and giving a 
unique insight into the world we live in;’  
 
‘It is interesting to have a better understanding in current affairs and 
is so topical at the moment;’  
 
‘It makes you knowledgeable on debates in other countries, allowing 
you to have insightful discussions.’  

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Component One: UK Politics and Core Political Ideas – two-hour 
exam on political participation, parties, democracy, voter behaviour, 
electoral systems and the media.  
Non-Core ideologies: Socialism, Conservatism and Liberalism.  
 
Component Two: UK Government – two-hour exam on the UK 
government, parliament, Prime Minister and executive and the 
relationships between branches.  
Core Ideology: Feminism 
 
Component Three: Comparative Politics – The USA – two-hour 
exam on the US Constitution and federalism, Congress, presidency, 
Supreme Court, democracy and a participation, and civil rights.  
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The course will teach students a wide range of skills and utilise varying 
teaching methods, such as, ICT skills, presentations, debates, 
discussions of topical issues, media outlets and case studies. The 
course will utilise guest speakers, trips and conferences, such as to 
the Houses of Parliament. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Students will be assessed at the end of Year Thirteen in three written 
exams. Each examination will be two hours long and will encompass 
essay writing on topics covered throughout the two years. Students 
will be asked to assess a statement to make a judgement as to 
whether they agree or disagree, using definitive skills, analysis and 
evaluation of key issues. There will be an assessment of their synoptic 
skills through the analysis of the core ideologies of socialism, 
liberalism, conservatism and the non-core ideology of feminism. 
Students will be asked to use their knowledge and understanding to 
make comparative analysis of key issues and processes. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Due to the range of complementary subjects offered at The Downs 
School, students are able to begin a pathway to higher education with 
either a wide or focused view of their end goal. As it is a subject with 
many transferable skills, students are able to utilise these skills in all 
humanities and social sciences subjects, whilst being useful for those 
who are studying sciences and mathematics who wish to take a non-
specific subject at A Level. 
 
Many students will go on to university to read Politics or other 
complementary subjects, such as Politics, Philosophy and Economics 
(PPE), International Relations, Conflict Studies, History, English, 
Journalism or a combination of any of the above, among many others. 
 
Many of these lead to careers in finance and banking, the Civil Service 
and public sector, law, education, the Armed Forces and, of course, 
politics.   
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Course Name Production Arts (BTEC Level Three – Subsidiary Diploma) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN Various Course Code Various 

Entry Requirements 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above. 

Course Summary  We are offering students the opportunity to study a BTEC Certificate (AS) 
or Subsidiary Diploma Level 3 in Production Arts, equivalent to an A 
Level qualification. The course requires the student to pick a pathway in 
Production Arts: Stage Management, Theatre Technology, Make-Up, 
Costume or Set Design and Construction, and study a total of 6 units 
across the year. 

Why study this subject?  You have a genuine interest, commitment and enthusiasm in art, 
design (graphics/ or resistant materials) or production  

 Because you like to design and enjoy creating original and inventive 
work for productions 

 Because you are interested in moving further into the Design or 
Production Arts industry and need to gain wider experience skills 

 Because you are looking to improve your Production Arts skills in 
preparation for a further education course. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

The BTEC is a practical course; written work is expected in the form of 
research projects and evaluations.  Students will be expected to wear 
appropriate clothing for practical/technical work, including 
workshops.  Students will also be expected to rehearse in their own time, 
take part in evening performances and attend theatre trips. After studying 
the core units, it will be possible to specialise in all aspects of theatrical 
production. Although there is no final examination paper students should 
expect to complete in-depth written work and assignments based on 
research into production areas and plays studied. Students must be 
prepared to keep a log of all Production lessons to help them complete 
written assignments. 
 

Production Pathway – ‘Stage 
Management’ or ‘Theatre 
Technology’ or ‘Set Design 
and Construction’ 

Production Pathway ‘Make-
Up’ or ‘Costume’ 
 
 

Core Units: 
Production Arts Workshop + 
Assistant Stage Management or 
Technical Stage Operations or 
Stage Design for Performance 
 
Plus four further Specialist Units 
which cover designing, planning, 
making or operating 
(These specialist units are 
subject to change depending on 
the needs of the class.) 

Core Units: 
Production Arts Workshop + 
Make-Up Application or 
Costume Design Skills 
 
 
Plus four further Specialist 
Units which cover designing, 
planning or making 
(These specialist units are 
subject to change depending 
on the needs of the class.) 
 

 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

The course is continually assessed: there is a proportion of practical 
technical work or practical production work, which is filmed, documented 
and /or performed to live audiences at the end of certain units. 
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Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

The Level Three Production Course has often led our students to further 
studies in teaching, Technical Theatre, Theatre Studies or Production 
Arts in Higher Education at degree level. The performing arts industries 
are now Great Britain’s second largest employer, after tourism. 
Production complements a range of subjects and is essential in 
improving communication skills, building confidence and enriching 
presentation skills in a range of careers. The Level Three Production 
course is a challenging and fundamentally enjoyable subject. 
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Course Name Production Arts (BTEC Level Two – First Extended Certificate) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 6006870X Course Code FHF13 

Entry Requirements 4 GCSEs at grade 3 or above. 

Course Summary  This choice is a full-time programme of study including: work skills, 
first aid, functional English, functional Mathematics and work 
experience. 
It is the study of all aspects of production and the production business 
including creating a production company to run performing arts 
events, marketing and planning events, working backstage, 
mastering a choice of technical elements such as sound, lighting, 
make-up, wardrobe management, set construction and set design. 
This course links closely to Business Studies and will teach students 
all about the process of event management. This qualification is 
equivalent to 3 GCSEs at grades C or above. Pass = C Merit = B 
Distinction = A and Distinction* = A* 

Why study this subject? You have a genuine interest and enthusiasm in running and working 
within a production company.  
The ability to meet production deadlines and a commitment to 
working backstage and putting on a variety of school shows. 
You want to gain experience and qualifications to progress to study 
Level Three Courses. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

The BTEC is a practical course: written work is expected in the form 
of set tasks, on-line tests, research projects, portfolios, power points, 
use of publisher, use of excel and evaluations.  Students will be 
expected to wear appropriate clothing for production and/or technical 
work.  Students will also be expected to attend rehearsals in their own 
time, take part in evening productions and attend theatre trips. 
 
Core Units  
1    Individual Showcase  
2    Preparation, Performance and Production  
Mandatory units 
7    Production Skills for Performance 
8    The Performing Arts Industry  
Optional specialist units: 
9     Performance in Context  
19   Design Planning for Performance  
20   Realising Costume Design for Performance  
21   Realising Set Design for Performance  
22   Realising Prop Design for Performance  
23   Realising Mask Design for Performance  
24   Lighting for Performance  
25   Sound for Performance  
28   Make-up for Performance  
29   Wardrobe for Stage Performance 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Each learner must complete the core and mandatory units and then 
four optional units to complete their pathway. The flexible design of 
the BTEC course means that it can be tailored to suit the group’s 
interests and needs. All units are internally assessed and externally 
moderated. For Unit 8 students will sit an on-line examination. 
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Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

This course has been designed as stepping stone allowing students 
to spend a year adding to the GCSE qualifications they gained in 
Year Eleven. Production Arts or Performing Arts are extremely 
versatile subjects which could take students just about anywhere. 
Some students find work in the industry whilst others use it as a 
pathway to advanced courses at Further Education or theatre school. 
At the end of the first year students who are successful can stay on 
to do A Levels, or continue onto a Level Three BTEC course either 
at college or in The Downs School. As the programme of study also 
contains work experience placements, students may also choose to 
follow a vocational pathway after completing the qualification, and 
enter the world of work. 
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Course Name Psychology (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 6014838X Course Code 7182 

Entry Requirements GCSE English grade 5, 5 in Mathematics and at least a grade 5 in 
Biology or 5-5 in Science. 

Course Summary  Studying Psychology will change the way you think about yourself 
and other people; it is the scientific study of the human brain and 
behaviour. These are difficult to investigate and psychologists use a 
wide range of approaches and perspectives, each of which is 
covered in the AQA A Level course. Not only will students gain a 
greater understanding of the processes and influences driving 
behaviour and emotion in the real world, they will also develop a 
sound understanding of how the scientific method is applied to 
investigating these questions. 

Why study this subject? The human brain is probably the most complex machine on Earth. 
Attempting to understand how it works is a key element in 
psychologists’ drive to describe, explain and predict human 
behaviour. Psychology is a fascinating subject which everyone can 
learn from.  
This course is designed to: 

 Enable students to develop a broad knowledge and 
understanding of the core disciplines of Psychology: social, 
cognitive, developmental, biological, psychodynamic and 
psychopathology 

 Develop skills which are highly valued by Higher Education and 
employers including critical analysis, independent thinking and 
research 

 Challenge students to view the world around them, and 
themselves, from different perspectives 

 Enable students to bring together explanations from different 
psychological approaches  

 Engage students in key issues and debates in Psychology. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Year One topics:  
1. Social influence: why and how are people influenced by those 

around them; conformity, obedience, independent behaviour, 
minority influence and social change 

2. Memory: using cognitive psychology to understand how human 
memory works; characteristics of short-term and long-term 
memory, models of memory, explanations for forgetting and 
factors affecting the accuracy of eye-witness testimony 

3. Attachment: understanding the formation and nurturing of bonds 
between infants and their caregivers; development of 
attachments, animal studies of attachment, cultural variations in 
attachment and the effects of deprivation and privation on 
development 

4. Psychopathology: how psychologists understand and treat 
mental health conditions; definitions of abnormality, approaches 
to explaining and treating phobias, depression and obsessive-
compulsive disorder 

5.  Approaches in Psychology: understanding the different ways 
psychologists attempt to tackle the central questions of the 
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subject – biological, social, cognitive, evolutionary, 
psychodynamic and behaviourist approaches 

6. Research methods: the techniques and processes psychologists 
use to investigate psychological phenomena; knowledge, 
understanding and skills of research design, data analysis, and 
data interpretation and reporting. 

 
Year Two topics: 
7. Biopsychology: how the biological approach underpins much of 

modern psychology; brain function and the role of the nervous 
and hormonal systems in controlling behavior and ways of 
studying the brain 

8. Issues and debates in Psychology: understanding the key 
questions which frame psychological thought; gender and culture 
bias, free will and determinism, nature vs nurture, holism and 
reductionism and ethical implications of research 

9. Gender: gender as a binary concept and whether women and 
men are really different; biological influences on gender, 
cognitive explanations, psychodynamic approaches and the 
influences of society, culture and media on gender roles and 
development  

10. Schizophrenia: describing and understanding a serious mental 
disorder; diagnosis and classification, biological and 
psychological explanations and therapies for schizophrenia and 
the interactionist approach to schizophrenia 

11. Aggression: how Psychology helps our understanding of 
aggressive behaviour; the biological, social and psychological 
explanations, the context of prisons and the influences of the 
media and computer games. 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Assessment is by three written papers, each of two hours: 

Paper one: Introductory Topics in Psychology (topics 1-4 above) 
Paper two: Psychology in Context (topics 5-7 above) 
Paper three: Issues and Options in Psychology (topic 8-11 above) 

Possible Careers and Higher 
Education 

Psychology may influence students’ future choices directly or 
indirectly. Of course, if students wish to become a psychologist, 
therapist or mental health worker, this A Level is of direct value. 
However, students who want a career in any of the caring services, 
or in marketing or business, will find an understanding of Psychology 
invaluable.  
With its demand for a sound grasp of the principles and methods of 
science and the wide range of skills it draws on, Psychology is highly 
regarded by Higher Education institutions and a wide range of 
employers. It combines well with many other A Level subjects, 
including sciences and the humanities. Many of our students have 
enjoyed their A Level course so much they have gone on to study it 
at undergraduate level. 
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Course Name Religious Studies (A Level) 

Exam Board AQA QAN 60188303 Course Code 7062B 

Entry Requirements GCSE Religious Studies grade 5 or above. If RE has not been 
studied, students who have achieved grade 5 in English will be 
considered. 

Course Summary  Students study the central beliefs of Christianity, which are then 
applied to issues of both Philosophy and Ethics. They will be 
expected to apply all they have learnt to broader synoptic questions 
that express a clearly constructed personal response to the issues 
studied.  

Why study this subject? The Religious Studies A Level has been designed to enable students 
to explore life’s ultimate questions and formulate a personal 
response to issues of life and morality.  Religious Studies enables 
students not only to address the core issues of Western thought in 
both Philosophy and Ethics, but also to explore the ways in which 
Christian thinkers have shaped the way we still think about the world. 
 
Students who choose to study Religious Studies at A Level will need 
to be willing to think deeply and critically about a range of issues and 
be willing to challenge and develop their own views and opinions. 
Students will have the opportunity to reflect on matters such as the 
nature of the soul, whether it is logical to believe in life after death, 
and if religion has a place in a world that accepts scientific principles.  
Students will be able to engage in debates and discussions, as well 
as apply what they have learnt to constructing logical arguments.  

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Component One: Philosophy and Ethics 
Section A: Philosophy of Religion 

 Arguments for the existence of God 

 Evil and Suffering 

 Religious Experience 

 Religious Language 

 Miracles 

 Self and Life after Death 
 
Section B: Ethics and Religion 

 Ethical Theories 

 Issues of Human Life and Death 

 Issues of Animal Life and Death 

 Introduction to Meta Ethics 

 Free Will and Moral Responsibility 

 Conscience 

 Bentham and Kant 
 
Component Two: Study of Religion and Dialogues 
Section A: Study of Religion 

 Sources of Wisdom and Authority 

 God 

 Self, Death and the Afterlife 

 Good Conduct and Key Moral Principles 
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 Expression of Religious Identity 

 Religion, Gender and Sexuality 

 Religion and Science 

 Religion and Secularisation 

 Religion and Religious Pluralism 
 
Section B: The dialogue between the Philosophy of Religion and 

Religion 

 How religion is influenced by, and has an influence on philosophy 
of religion in relation to the issues studied 

 
Section C: The dialogue between ethical studies and Religion 

 How religion is influenced by, and has an influence on ethical 
studies in relation to the issues studied 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

The course is assessed through two three hour examinations at the 
end of Year Thirteen, each worth 50% of the course and covering 
the contents of Component One and Two respectively. 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

A Level Religious Studies encourages candidates to develop the 
critical and evaluative skills which enable them to go on to University 
to study a wide range of courses including Law, Sociology, Theology, 
Philosophy and the Social Sciences.  There are many career 
opportunities following a course of study at university including 
further research to doctoral level, teaching and journalism. Many 
Religious Studies students enter careers as diverse as the police 
force, to working for humanitarian organisations all over the world. 
The choice is endless, as many companies seek students who have 
developed clear and logical thinking, the ability to critically evaluate 
problems and research complex data, all of which the course in 
Religious Studies offers. 
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Course Name Sociology (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 60139948 Course Code 7192 

Entry Requirements GCSE English grade 5 or above.  

Course Summary  Sociology is the study of society. It examines the world in which we 
live in a practical, theoretical and analytical way.  
 
Sociology sets out to investigate how the world in which we live is 
structured and organised, and to study the effect this has upon all of 
our lives.  
 
Studying Sociology encourages students to challenge or reinforce 
their own views and to think critically, through the analysis and 
evaluation of different points of view and a variety of evidence based 
research.  
 
Studying Sociology at A Level gives students the opportunity to 
positively engage with the world around them and gain a greater 
understanding of many of the issues that will affect them throughout 
the course of their lives.   

Why study this subject? Sociology allows students a wider view of the world and of the people 
in it.  Studying Sociology allows students to think beyond their own 
lives and experiences, and brings understanding of society and the 
institutions which control it. 
 
The skills developed in A Level Sociology are highly sought after by 
universities and employers alike. Many of our students have gone on 
to study Criminology, or Sociology itself, at university. 
 

How is the Course 
Structured? 
 

Education and Sociological Methods 
 

 The role and purpose of education and how different social groups 
achieve in education 

 The significance of educational policies and the effect they have 
upon education 

 The focus on the education system will be combined with a 
consideration of the varied methods used to research and judge 
people’s responses and reactions. Therefore students will put into 
practice the theory of research and surveying by carrying out 
surveys and questionnaires that fit with the different approaches 

 
Culture and identity 
 

 Different conceptions of culture, including subculture, mass 
culture, folk culture, high and low culture 

 The socialisation process and the role of agencies of socialisation 

 The self, identity and difference as both socially caused and 
socially constructed 

 The relationship of identity to age, disability, ethnicity, gender, 
nationality, sexuality and social class in contemporary society 
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 The relationship of identity to production, consumption and 
globalisation  

 
Mass Media 
 
Students will study the very influential and powerful area of Mass 
Media and its significant effect on society.  
 

 Where does our information come from?  

 Who is giving it to us?  

 Why are we being given this information?  

 How are new technologies impacting the society we live in?  

 Does the media create the society in which we live or simply reflect 
it?  

 Do powerful media owners have more influence on us than 
presidents and prime ministers? 

 
Crime and Deviance (Criminology) 
 

 Why do people commit crime?  

 What should we do about the problems of crime?  

 Who is committing crime and where do they commit it?  

 Who are the victims of crime?  

 Will we ever reach a point where there is no crime?  

 Should we have longer prison sentences or should the focus be 
on rehabilitation?  

 Why do so many criminals reoffend?  
 
Students will look at different theories of crime, deviance, social order 
and social control and the distribution of crime amongst different 
social groups. The globalization of crime (crime around the world), the 
mass media and crime, green crime, human rights and state crime, 
will also be explored.  

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Three, two hour exams at the end of the two year course. 

 Education and Methods in Context, Theory and Methods 

 Culture and identity and Mass Media (Topics Paper) 

 Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

A Level Sociology students go on to study Sociology, Law, 
Criminology and a huge range of other subjects.  Careers that link well 
to the subject involve careers in politics, law, academic research, 
teaching, social work, international development, the police, 
journalism and the charity sector. 
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Course Name Spanish (A Level) 
Exam Board AQA QAN 60187323 Course Code 7692 

Entry Requirements GCSE Spanish grade 5 or above. 

(Brief) Course Summary  Students will study a range of themes relating to Spain and Latin 
America, in order to develop an understanding of these countries. 
They will examine how key events in the past have influenced modern 
day life, and how these countries are meeting the challenges of the 
future, in addition to their contributions to literature and the arts. 
Students will study the language in greater depth, developing their 
grammatical knowledge and accuracy. In addition, each student will 
select a topic of personal interest, linked to the areas of study, 
conducting research, and subsequently presenting their findings as 
part of the final speaking exam. They are assessed across the four 
skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.  

Why study this subject? As a linguist, you will develop transferable skills that will be of benefit 
in all areas of study, as well as in real life. These include effective 
communication and resilience as you develop your language skills, 
and range strategies for overcoming barriers to understanding. As you 
develop your command of Spanish, you will be able to communicate 
with a wider range of people, and independently use a range of 
resources to find out about contemporary Spain and Latin America:  
Spanish language websites, authentic magazines, Spanish and Latin 
American music and cinema. 

How is the Course 
Structured? 

Year One topics: 
Aspects of Hispanic society 

 Modern and traditional values 

 Cyberspace 

 Equal rights 
 
Artistic culture in the Hispanic world 

 Modern day idols 

 Spanish regional identity 

 Cultural heritage or cultural landscape 
 

Year Two topics: 
Multiculturalism in the Hispanic society 

 Immigration 

 Racism 

 Integration 
 
Aspects of political life in the Hispanic world 

 Today’s youth, tomorrow’s citizens 

 Monarchies, republics and dictatorships 

 Popular movements 
 
Literary texts and film 

 Gabriel García Márquez “Crónica de una muerta anunciada” 

 Volver” (Pedro Almódovar)  
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How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Year Thirteen: 
Paper 1: Listening, reading and writing (50%) 
Listening and reading comprehension tasks and translations into 
English and into Spanish. 
 
Paper 2: Writing (20%) 
Essays based on the literary text and film studied 
 
Paper 3: Speaking (30%) 
Discussion of a topic covered in the A Level course 
Independent Research Project; a short presentation, followed by a 
discussion of the research that the student has carried out relating to 
an aspect of the Spanish Speaking World.  
 

Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Languages are a student’s unique selling point to universities and 
employers.  Universities use them as a way of differentiating students. 
They are viewed favourably by top universities and form the basis for 
further study of the same language.  It is also well known that learning 
one language makes it easier to learn another one, so students could 
start a totally new language at university. There are also many 
university courses which combine a language with another subject. 
 
Specialist language occupations include interpreter, translator, 
languages teacher or trainer. 
 
Industries where languages are ‘essential’ or ‘highly desirable’ include 
journalism, market research, catering and hospitality, tourism, global 
industries and personal assistant positions. 
 
Many businesses prioritise a language learner in their selection 
criteria. 
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Course Name Sport (BTEC Level Three – Extended Certificate) 
Exam Board Pearson/Edexcel QAN 60172186 Course Code VDF65 

Entry Requirements 4 GCSEs at grade 4 or above and BTEC Level Two Merit. If students 
have not taken GCSE PE or BTEC Sport, it may be possible for them 
do the BTEC Level Three if they have a range of expertise in 
different sporting disciplines. 

Course Summary  Equivalent in size to one A Level 
 
Mandatory Units: 
1 Anatomy and Physiology (externally assessed) 
2 Fitness Training and Programming for Health, Sport and Well-being 
(externally assessed) 
3 Professional Development in the Sports Industry  
 
One of these four Optional Units: 
4 Sports Leadership  
5 Application of Fitness Testing      
6 Sports Psychology  
7 Practical Sports Performance  

Why study this subject? We are offering the students the opportunity to study a BTEC National  
Level Three Extended Certificate in Sport, equivalent to an A Level 
qualification. It involves a focus on physiology, fitness, protocol within 
the industry and practical performance. 
 
It gives those who have a keen interest in furthering their practical 
knowledge of Sport and Physical Education. 
 
It provides invaluable experience for students wishing to increase their 
involvement in various roles in sport, beyond merely that of performer 
(such as official and/or coach / leader). 
 
It can help to equip successful individuals with the necessary skills and 
knowledge to enter Higher Education or the world of work. 
 
Students must have a genuine interest and enthusiasm for sport or the 
leisure industry 

How is the Course 
Structured? (Mandatory 
topics only) 
 

Unit One: Anatomy and Physiology 

 The effects of exercise and sports performance on the skeletal 
system the effects of exercise and sports performance on the 
muscular system 

 The effects of exercise and sports performance on the respiratory 
system 

 The effects of sport and exercise performance on the 
cardiovascular system 

 Function of the cardiovascular system 

 The effects of exercise and sports performance on the energy 
systems. 
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Unit Two: Fitness Training and Programming for Health, Sport 
and Well-being 

 Examine lifestyle factors and their effect on health and well-being 

 Understand the screening processes for training programming 
Understand programme-related nutritional needs 

 Examine training methods for different components of fitness 

 Understand training programme design. 
 
Unit Three: Professional Development in the Sports Industry  

 Understand the career and job opportunities in the sports industry 
Explore own skills using a skills audit to inform a career 
development action plan 

 Undertake a recruitment activity to demonstrate the processes that 
can lead to a successful job offer in a selected career pathway 

 Reflect on the recruitment and selection process and your 
individual performance. 
 

How is the Course 
Assessed? 

Four units of which three are mandatory and two are externally 
assessed. (exam) 
 
Mandatory content (83%). 
External assessment (67%). 
 

Unit Type Availability 

Unit One: 
Anatomy and 
Physiology 

•  Written examination set 
and marked by Pearson. 

•  One and a half hours. 
•  90 marks. 

Jan and May/June 
First assessment 

May/June  

Unit Two: 
Fitness 
Training and 
Programming 
for Health, 
Sport and 
Wellbeing 

•  A task set and marked by 
Pearson and completed 
under supervised 
conditions. 

•  In Part A, learners will be 
provided with a case study 
two weeks before a 
supervised assessment 
period in order to carry out 
research. 

•  In Part B, the supervised 
assessment period is two 
hours over a period of two 
days timetabled by 
Pearson. 

•  Written submission. 
•   60 marks.tw o hours over a 

period of two days 
timetabled by Pearson. 

 

Dec/Jan and 
May/June 
First assessment 
May/June  
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Possible Careers and 
Higher Education 

Why do students do it? 
Because they love to be involved in sport and would like to take their 
interest further with a higher level qualification. 
Because they are interested in moving further into the sport and leisure 
industry.  
BTEC Sport can often lead into a wide range of opportunities such 
as: 
 

 Sports Science                        

 Sports Coaching 

 Sports / Physiotherapy   

 Armed Forces 

 Personal Fitness Training   

 Police 

 Sports Business Management  

 Teacher Training 

 Sports and Leisure Recreation Management    

 Sport Technology                          

 Strength and Conditioning Coach                             

 Sports Therapist                            

 Sports Development Officer                                 
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How to Choose Level Three (A  Level or BTEC) Subjects – Tips! 

When deciding on your A Level and BTEC courses, here are some points to remember: 

1. Level Three qualifications are a lot tougher than GCSEs 

The reason you take a particular subject at Level Three will usually come down to one or more of these 

three scenarios: 

You need it to pursue a particular career.  It’s a subject you enjoy and are good at; or you’ve not studied 

before but you think it will suit you.  Note: Either way, be prepared for a big jump in the level of difficulty 

when you transition from GCSE.  You’ll also see differences in the way you’re taught and in what is 

expected of you.  If you prefer a more practical style of learning, consider BTEC courses, which are 

worth the same number of UCAS points! 

2. Certain university courses and apprenticeships will look for specific A Levels/BTECs 

This is important if you have a particular career in mind. You won’t be able to apply to some degree 

courses/apprenticeships without having taken some specific A Levels/BTECs.  For example, to study 

Pharmacy you must have: A Level Chemistry, plus at least one from Biology, Maths and 

Physics.  Carefully check entry requirements for careers you are interested in. 

3. Some courses and universities have lists of subjects they don’t accept 

This is particularly true for highly competitive courses.  For example, an architecture course at the 

University of Bath will view certain A Levels as less effective preparation for university studies than 

others.  Similarly, some universities such as the University of Sheffield, actually list which A Level 

subjects they prefer.  If your subject choices don’t match up, you shouldn’t necessarily discount the 

course, or be put off from taking a creative or vocational A Level/BTEC subject you’re really interested 

in. Just make sure you satisfy the entry requirements with the other Level Three subjects you're taking. 

4. Know myth from reality 

Don’t take everything you hear at face value or based on what a friend/older sibling says; the reality 

might be quite different. It's always worth investigating things yourself so you get the full picture.  If you 

are unsure talk to a member of the Sixth Form Team. 

5. There are also wrong ways to choose your A Levels: 

Don’t copy your friends: 

Choosing your A Levels is one of the first significant decisions in your life where you have a major say. 

Don’t just take a subject so you’ll be in a class with your friends, nor be turned off by one because of 

what others think of it.  

Don’t just think about the 'now'. 

As demonstrated above you need to think about Post-18 options so that you make the right choices for 

you. 
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Don’t forget, your current subjects aren't the only ones: there are a number of A Level subjects which 

aren’t commonly available at GCSE, such as Psychology and Law.  
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UCAS Tariff Table 

A Level UCAS Tariff points 
BTEC L3 

Extended 
Certificate 

CTEC L3 
Extended 
Certificate 

L3 Certificate 
BTEC L3 
National 
Diploma 

  112           D*D* 

  104         D*D 

  96       DD 

  88         

  80       DM 

  72         

  64       MM 

   A* 56    D*    D*     

A 48 D D   MP 

B 40         

C 32 M M     

  28        D*   

D 24     D   

  20         

E 16 P P M   

  12         

  8     P   

 

Notes: 

 Most university offers are based on three grades and do not include other qualifications such as 

EPQ, DoE and/or music qualifications. 

 Only a few universities, for a few courses, make offers based on four grades. However, applications 

to some institutions, such as Oxbridge, will often be viewed more favourably if they have four good 

A Level grades. 

 Some universities, for some courses, will lower your UCAS offer by up to one grade if you have an 

EPQ at either A or B grade.  

 University offers are expressed in grades (e.g. BBB) or tariff points (e.g. 120) or both (BBB or 120 

points). 

 Most top universities only express their offers with grades and not points.  

 The majority of universities, for most courses, accept Level 3 qualifications.  See Mrs Waller if you 

have any questions on this.   
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Useful Websites 

Visit the Careers section on the school website where there is useful information for students and 

parents, and a list of useful careers websites: 

http://www.thedownsschool.org.uk/401/careers 

https://www.informedchoices.ac.uk/  

https://www.ucas.com/further-education/post-16-qualifications/qualifications-you-can-take/levels 

 

 

  

http://www.thedownsschool.org.uk/401/careers
https://www.informedchoices.ac.uk/
https://www.ucas.com/further-education/post-16-qualifications/qualifications-you-can-take/levels
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Notes: 


